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Whole Foods
Market Going ‘365’
New Format Set to Open
in Second Half 2016
Whole Foods Market has announced the
first five leases for its streamlined, valueoriented 365 by Whole Foods Market brand,
with store openings scheduled through 2017.
The company disclosed leases for 365 by
Whole Foods Market locations in Bellevue,
Washington, Houston, Portland, Oregon,
and Santa Monica, California, and also announced that the first 365 store will be located in the Silver Lake neighborhood of Los
Angeles.
Whole Foods Market currently operates
24 locations in the Los Angeles area. The
company made the strategic decision to
renegotiate the lease in development for the
Silver Lake location, converting it from a
Whole Foods Market to a 365 by Whole Foods
Market store. In doing so, the new store will
Continued on PAGE 38

Hail Merry Names
Roberts C.O.O.
Hail Merry has added
food industry leader
Rick Roberts to its
executive team as
Chief Operating Officer.
In this newly-created
position, Roberts joins
Founder Susan O’Brien
and CEO Sarah Palisi
Chapin in setting
strategic direction
for the company and
m RICK ROBERTS
accelerating Hail
Merry’s national expansion. Hail Merry
produces and distributes award-winning
snacks and desserts through a unique
operation that is certified gluten-free, nonGMO and vegan.
“With Hail Merry’s philosophy of making
fresh food in a just-in-time kitchen operation,
Rick’s expertise will complement Chief
Product Officer Alison Brushaber’s leadership
in helping our team build on prior work and
continue sourcing innovative, non-GMO
ingredients,” said CEO Chapin.
Chapin continued, “Hail Merry is capitalized
Continued on PAGE 38

m CHRISTOPHER MILLER, President; ALLEN MILAM, Milam’s Markets; JIMMY WEEKLEY, Fausto’s Food Palace; TIM WYNN, Wynn’s Market;
CARLOS HERNANDEZ, National Supermarket; JAMES RINES, Rine’s Market and AG Chairman of the Board; JERRY KEEN, Village Beach Market;
RAFAEL CASTRO, Sabor Tropical Supermarkets; LOU MOORE, Chief Financial Officer; MANUEL HERRAN, Sedano’s Supermarkets; and CALVIN
MILLER, Chief Executive Officer, Associated Grocers of Florida, Inc. (right).
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Sprouts Farmers Market
Announces Leadership Succession

m Independence Program

Also Announces
Exec. Changes and
Additions

Through a combination of customer and vendor donations and
all profits earned at BI-LO, Harveys
and Winn-Dixie grocery stores
on July 4th, Southeastern Grocers
announced that it is donating to
support the Wounded Warrior
Project (WWP) Independence
Program (IP), which helps warriors
live life fully, on their own terms.
Ian McLeod, CEO and president
of Southeastern Grocers,
said, “I am deeply moved by
the outpouring of support this
program received from our
associates, customers and even
from individuals living outside of
the communities we serve. This
contribution to help support the
Independence Program would not
be possible without the generosity
of our associates who gave
their time to work in our stores
on Independence Day and our
customers and vendor partners
who shopped with us and made
extra contributions to the fund.”
Steve Nardizzi, WWP chief
executive officer, said, “This alliance with Southeastern Grocers is
crucial for Wounded Warrior Project to continue its lifelong mission
to honor and empower Wounded
Warriors. The overwhelming
success of the Independence
Day promotion surpassed every
expectation we had, and we are
profoundly grateful to Southeastern Grocers and each and every
shopper who came out in support
of those wounded protecting the
freedoms we all hold so dear. The
generosity Southeastern Grocers
demonstrated exemplifies what
can be achieved when like-minded
charities and corporations join
forces.”
The donation funds were raised
through contributions made in
BI-LO, Harveys, and Winn-Dixie
stores during checkout, as well as
on each organization’s dedicated
website. Additionally, on Saturday,
July 4th, every penny in profit
earned at Southeastern Grocers’
nearly 790 stores was donated.
One hundred percent of the
funds raised will support WWP’s
Independence Program, which
provides personalized plans that

Sprouts Farmers Market, Inc.
announced that as part of the
company’s established leadership
succession plan, Doug Sanders,
the company’s current president
and chief executive officer and
member of the board of directors, has been appointed executive chairman of the board. Amin
Maredia, chief financial officer,
will ascend to the position of chief
executive officer, and Jim Nielsen,
chief operating officer, will assume
the position of president and chief
operating officer.
“On behalf of the board of directors, I would like to congratulate
Doug, Amin and Jim on their new
roles,” said Andrew Jhawar, chairman of the board. “This transition
is the result of our board’s deliberate succession planning process,
and I am pleased that this same
team will continue to lead Sprouts
into the future. During their respective tenures at Sprouts, both
Amin and Jim have proven they
are the right leaders to guide
Sprouts, and Doug’s appointment
to the executive chairman role will
allow him to continue to provide
strategic direction for the company.”
“I am truly grateful to have been
part of Sprouts from its beginning
and thank the board of directors
and all 20,000-plus team members,” said Sanders. “I strongly
believe Sprouts has the team,
foundation and strategy in place
to achieve long-term success,
and I am excited to continue to
be part of the strategic direction
of Sprouts serving as executive
chairman of the board.”
“I am so honored to succeed
Doug as CEO of Sprouts, and
I know we will continue to be

m SPROUTS MANAGEMENT TEAM – Amin Maredia, CEO; Ted Frumkin, Chief
Development Officer; Brandon Lombardi, Chief Legal Officer; Jim Nielsen,
President/COO; Doug Sanders, Executive Chairman of the Board; Nancy
LaMons, Chief Human Resources Officer; and Dan Bruni, Chief Information
Officer.

m DAN SANDERS, Exec. V.P./Store
Operations

m SHAWN GENSCH, Chief Marketing Officer

nimble, innovative and customerfocused to deliver on our mission
of ‘Healthy Living for Less,’” said
Maredia.
The company also has appointed Susannah Livingston, vice
president of investor relations
and treasury, as its interim chief
financial officer, until the company
completes its search for a new
chief financial officer. Livingston
has over 25 years of financial,
treasury and investor relations
experience, including the last two
years with Sprouts, serving as its

vice president of investor relations
and treasury since January 2015,
and vice president of investor relations and communications from
April 2013 to December 2014.
Sprouts also announced that
Shawn Gensch has joined the
company as chief marketing officer, and Dan Sanders has joined
the company as Executive Vice
President of Store Operations.
“Shawn and Dan share deep
retail leadership experience, and
Continued on PAGE 38

Walmart Neighborhood Opens in Wellington
A new Walmart Neighborhood
Market opened in South Florida on
July 22. The new store is located
at 4105 State Road 7 in Wellington, FL and is open from 7 a.m. to
11 p.m., seven days a week. The
store provides Wellington residents
with low prices on a broad assortment of merchandise including
fresh produce and meats, frozen
foods, groceries, and pharmacy.
Customers can shop additional
items including toys, electronics
and home decor on Walmart.com
through Walmart pickup, which
will offer free shipping to the Wellington Walmart Neighborhood
Market.
“Our new, convenient store format will give Wellington residents
an affordable option for fresh
produce and meat, groceries
and a pharmacy,” store manager
Stephanie Keister.
The new store offers fresh
produce and a full line of groceries from leading brand names,
including organic selections. By
working with growers Walmart is
able to provide farm-grown quality
produce at added convenience and
low prices. There is also a wide
variety of meat and bakery selections.
The new store is approximately
45,000 sq. ft. and offers a wide

BI-LO, Harveys and Winn-Dixie Donation
Helps Support Wounded Warriors

7-Eleven Signs
Master Franchise
Agreement
with Operator
in Vietnam
m A new Walmart Neighborhood Market opened, July 22, in Wellington,
Florida. The 45,000 sq. ft. store brings approximately 95 new jobs to the area.

assortment to meet the needs of
Wellington residents. In addition
to groceries, the store features
health and beauty aids, pet products and cleaning supplies. Shopping is more convenient than ever
as Wellington residents can shop
an assortment of 7 million items
on Walmart.com, many of which
can be shipped for free to the new
Walmart Neighborhood Market.
The pharmacy offers a full range
of products and services and pharmacy team members are ready to
assist customers with product and
prescription questions. Wellington
residents can easily transfer pre-

scriptions and order refills on the
go with the Walmart mobile app
for iPhone and Android.
The new store employs up to 95
jobs full- and part-time associates.
Store manager Stephanie Keister
began her Walmart career in 2000
as a cashier.
The grand-opening celebration
includes presentations of $6,000
in grants from Walmart and the
Walmart Foundation to local
community groups, including Big
Hearts 4 Paws Rescue, Panther
Run Elementary School, Polo Park
Middle School, and Village Baptist
Church.

7-Eleven, Inc. has signed a
master franchise agreement with
Seven System Vietnam Co. Ltd.
to develop and operate 7-Eleven
stores in Vietnam. The expansion
marks the company’s first stake
in the Pacific Rim since 7-Eleven
entered Indonesia in 2009.
7-Eleven’s entry into the country
aims to enhance the convenienceshopping experience for Vietnamese customers and contribute
to modernizing small retailers in
the world’s 13th most populous
country.
The new master franchisee
plans to construct 7-Eleven stores,
convert existing locations to the
7-Eleven brand supported by enhanced infrastructure, and eventually franchise operations to local
Continued on PAGE 38

m Steve Nardizzi, CEO of Wounded
Warrior Project (pictured left), and
BI-LO, Harveys and Winn-Dixie
President & CEO Ian McLeod (right),
visit a neighborhood store on the
Fourth of July to thank customers
and associates for their support of
the Wounded Warrior Project’s Independence Program.

target each warrior’s needs or
interests, allowing them to live as
independently as possible. These
individualized plans are developed
at no cost to the Warrior.
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GuestEditorials

Misreading Customers Means Missed Sales
By: JOHN GRAHAM
Selling is never easy.
Never. But salespeople
often make it even
tougher for themselves
by letting customers get
away empty-handed. It
isn’t that customers don’t
find what they want or
what they’re looking for.
It’s just that they don’t
want to deal with the

salesperson.
With the 800-pound Internet gorilla lurking
over every sale, today’s customers are much
more demanding when dealing with salespeople.
If the experience doesn’t meet their expectations,
they’re gone.
More often than not, misreading customers
causes them to look elsewhere—missed sales.
It doesn’t need to happen and here’s how to
avoid it:
1. BE SURE YOU’RE SPEAKING WITH THE
RIGHT “CUSTOMER.” Wrapped up in every customer is a handful of different customers, who
behave differently depending on the situation.
The first job is figuring out which of these customers you’re dealing with at the moment so you
can respond correctly. Here they are:
The “I want to know more” customer. This customer requires patience, so ask clarifying questions and get them talking. Don’t push, but gently
pull them along until they’re comfortable.
The “I have all the answers” customer. Let this
customer talk and tell you all about it; don’t cut
them off. This person wants to be the salesperson so let them feel they made the buying decision on their own.
The “I know what I want” customer. By listen-

ing carefully to these customers, you may find
inconsistencies in their thinking. Then by asking
them follow up questions, these customers may
recognize that what they thought they wanted
was not a good idea after all.
The “I can’t make up my mind” customer. Here,
the salesperson becomes a resource, offering
options and comparisons and making note of the
customer’s responses so the person can recognize the best solution.
By making sure you’re talking with the right
customer, salespeople take a big step toward
making the sale rather than losing it.
2. THINK INDIVIDUALS, NOT GROUPS. Even
though everyone is unique, we lump people into
groups—doctors, servers, business owners, blue
collar, boomers, Gen Z, old people, Hispanics,
and on-and-on. In reality, we know that all Hispanics, accountants, or electricians are not the
same. For example, out of the nearly 80 million
18 to 35 year-old Millennials, there’s a segment
of 6.2 million with an annual family income of
$100,000 or more. They’re the Affluent Millennials and they’re quite different from the other 62
million non-affluent Millennials of the total group.
According to a study, Money Matters: How Affluent Millennials are Living the Millennial Dream,
this group is in a second phase. “Compared to
non-affluent Millennials, affluent Millennials over
index when it comes to changing jobs, buying
a home, and making home improvements in
the last 12 months,” and they also “over index
when it comes to expecting a child in the next 12
months,” states FutureCast, the study sponsor.
It’s clearly good to be cautious when making
marketing and sales assumptions about any
group. Basing decisions on opinion, inaccurate
information, or hearsay leads to misreading customers—and missed sales.
3. DON’T STOP WITH FIRST IMPRESSIONS.

A marketing manager called about meeting to
talk about working with his company. After a
400-mile drive, he arrived in a near-ancient pick
up truck, wearing ragged jeans, a wrinkled shirt,
and dirty boots. There was little doubt about that
first impression: the meeting was going to be a
waste of time.
Not recognizing it, we instantly pigeonhole
customers—and that can be a mistake. First impressions may not tell the whole story. The man
in the dirty boots is a good example. He was for
real; his company became our largest account.
Never get carried away with first impressions,
and be prepared to discard those that don’t fit.
4. ALWAYS OFFER OPTIONS. There’s a lot
to learn from companies that do a great job
capturing customers by offering options. The
Honda Accord, for example, comes in several
models, each with a basic price: LX, Sport, EX,
and EX-L. Choices engage customers so they
don’t go away.
To be effective, options must be realistic and
not so many that they become confusing or
frustrating to customers. A financial advisor may
present three scenarios for a client’s consideration, while a real estate agent may show a client
several styles of homes. Options should create
discussion and further interaction.
5. DON’T TELL CUSTOMERS WHAT TO
THINK. “Do you love it?” asked the interior
decorator after delivering the reupholstered sofa
cushions. The couple murmured a few words,
“It’s bright and different.” But at that moment,
one thing was certain; they didn’t love it.
Far too often, salespeople make the mistake
of trying to “guide” customers, tell them what
to think: “This a great buy.” “Isn’t this a perfect floor plan for your family?” “Don’t you just
love the color?” “This is going to look great in
your home.”

Customers want help and suggestions, but
they don’t want salespeople telling them what to
think. When that happens, it’s a turn off.
6. FORGET ABOUT CUSTOMER LOYALTY.
It’s only human to believe that we have loyal
customers. When some leave, we make excuses
as to why they left. It’s tough seeing customers
leave. It’s as if they are rejecting us. It negates
everything we’ve done for them. Breaking up is
painful, particularly after making customer care
a top priority and bending over backwards to
satisfy them.
We think that customers show their appreciation by being loyal to a company, brand, or salesperson. However, what we label as loyalty may
be something quite different. It may be nothing
more than convenience, price, laziness, inertia,
or habit. Nothing more.
In other words, customer loyalty is an illusion.
It lets us think the interchange with customers
should result in their loyalty— and that’s a big
mistake. Today, nothing—absolutely nothing—
stands in the customer’s way from getting what
the customer wants, the way the customer wants
to get it, and where they want to get it.
We misread customers and lose them when we
expect their loyalty. Our task is to focus on doing
everything possible to give them a great experience. That’s the only reward that counts.
Misreading customers costs sales. To prevent
this from happening, it takes doing battle with
our assumptions, particularly those that influence
how we think about customers and what we
expect from them.
JOHN GRAHAM of GrahamComm is a marketing and
sales strategist-consultant and business writer. He
publishes a free monthly eBulletin, “No Nonsense
Marketing & Sales Ideas.” Contact him at jgraham@
grahamcomm.com, 617-774-9759 or johnrgraham.com.

Investigate New Products by Learning from Old Products
By: ANIL KAUL, AbsolutData
When a new product
is introduced, it is often
accompanied by the
usual PR fanfare, with
brochures, taste tests,
tag-lines and even clever
phrases preceded by
hash-tags. It is important
to keep in mind that even
though a product may
be “new”, something similar has likely been
produced before, no matter how unique it claims
to be. With the deluge of new products being
introduced in a fiscal year, it is hard to determine
which one will be the real money-maker. One of
the possible ways to evaluate which one is worth
the time and money investment is through the
examination of historical data.
EXAMINE SIMILAR PRODUCTS
FROM THE PAST
There are very few new products that are

wholly original. The newest gimmick may be
a throwback from twenty years ago, perhaps
sooner than that. It is critical to find similar products in the historical data and examine the level
of incremental sales that they generated. Did
the historical product go along well with another
product, perhaps something cheap enough that
the consumer would idly toss into their cart? Was
the additional product optional, or was the historical product not able to meet the satisfaction
of the consumer on its own? These questions
need to be asked, but so do questions about
other products of that period.
BE SURE THE NEW PRODUCT
DOESN’T CANNIBALIZE SALES
Just as new products can suffer from a lack of
originality, so too can products of the past. Some
products are similar enough that they can cannibalize each other’s sales. For instance, the “premium” chocolate ice cream from Vendor B might
eat into the sales of the “traditional” chocolate
ice cream from Vendor A, leading to diminishing
returns. It is unproductive to have products battle

COMPARE AND CONTRAST THE
RESULTS OF PAST PRODUCT LAUNCHES
The aspects of a product that catch the consumer’s eye can be elusive, but they can be
determined through careful study. It is imperative
to undertake a meta-analysis of past product
launches of similar products to figure out what
works and what doesn’t. Review past marketing
materials, inventory levels and historical sales
data of several product launches, comparing and
contrasting between them. Somewhere, hidden
in the data is the key to a winning product.

it is the publicity inherent in a flagship store, the
frequency of traffic in big-city stores or something else, it is prudent to capitalize on these
stores as a launching point for the new product.
A key new product can work wonders for a
retail business, but it is never smart to buy into
the hype. Instead, it is crucial to analyze the
historical data of similar products. The tales of
old products in the historical data can foretell
whether new products can generate incremental
sales, if the new product will cannibalize sales
of existing products, what makes a new product successful and what stores and/or regions
work best for product launches. By making use
of the historical data of yesterday’s high selling
products, tomorrow’s products can be given a
platform for success.

FIND THE BEST STORES FOR NEW PRODUCTS
Even the best product can fizzle out if it isn’t
introduced in the right place. It is important to
determine from both historical and current data
the best regions and/or stores where product
launches have been most successful. Whether

DR. ANIL KAUL is the CEO and co-founder of
Absolutdata. A prominent and well-known personality in the field of analytics and research,
Anil has over twenty years of experience in
marketing, strategic consulting and quantitative
modeling.

over the same and limited consumer attention.
Instead, a good product will carve out its own
space in the mind of the consumer and generate
sales by itself.

Small Producers: Selling More Without Selling Out
By: LIOR LAVY, artizone COO
With established
customer bases and
deep pockets, goliath
brands like Kellogg’s and
General Mills can easily
gobble up small producers to increase their
market share. However,
consumers are shifting
the pendulum of today’s
food-scape, demanding natural, fresh-packaged
foods, causing historic disruptions in big brand
sales. Increasingly, goliaths clamor to buy smallname producers to boost their credibility with
consumers seeking authentic, organic foods.
Small producers, who often struggle to keep up
with increased demand for local and organic
foods, may find acquisition appealing to support
consistency and growth in both customer and
inventory base. The effect can be a dilution of
quality directly conflicting with the mission statements of these artisans and small-scale produc-

ers. With limited capacity and growing demand,
the question facing small batch producers increasingly becomes: “how can we prevent selling
out to the Grocery Goliaths of our day?”
Consumers are not backing down in their demands for responsible food production and distribution. Artisans have established credibility, producing their authentic goods seasonally ensuring
peak freshness and optimal nutritional quality.
This trend gives the “Davids” – local artisans and
small-batch producers – market power, making
them lucrative targets for acquisition. The Achilles heel of small-batch producers trying to stand
out from the big chains and online grocers is a
lack of capacity to utilize technology resources,
which drive demand and service a larger customer base. Without this diversification, revenues
stagnate, making a buyout option appealing, if
not necessary.
Small-batch producers and artisans have
limited staff, often a single person handling
everything from day-to-day store operations to
customer engagement to order fulfillment. As
consumer trends shift to on-demand shopping

in online stores, the artisan community is ill
equipped to grow their businesses and compete
with the goliaths in the digital marketplace.
Additionally, artisans work differently than conglomerates and need a technology platform that
understands factors such as prep times, capacity, operating hours and product handling, which
differ greatly from traditional online grocers. The
challenge is letting each expert artisan focus on
fulfillment, while ensuring seamless distribution
in an affordable way.
To keep the freshness and/or integrity of their
goods intact, artisans need to be directly involved in the order fulfillment process. But to do
this efficiently, they must fully own their online
channel and have the ability to work all aspects
of an order request from start to finish. Typical
online grocery shopping sites just aren’t cutting it
because artisans are not given any reach through
these channels, nor do they provide artisans the
tools needed to fill the bellies of consumers hungry for sustainably produced, handcrafted foods.
Recently, intuitive technology platforms have
emerged to reduce the barriers between arti-

sans and customers, making a huge difference
by facilitating the delivery of high quality goods
straight to consumers’ doorsteps. Artizone is
one such example of how these platforms also
streamline the process, allowing specialty purveyors access to an order fulfillment center, as
well as their own online store. These new interactive online marketplaces might just provide
small producers with the stones they need to
shun Goliath’s rules and prevail.
LIOR LAVY is the COO and co-founder for artizone, an online marketplace offering a curated
collection of the finest quality goods from local
artisans and purveyors. He is responsible for
the day-to-day operations and marketing for the
company’s three current locations in Chicago,
Denver and Dallas, in addition to overseeing
expansion into new markets. As a seasoned
technologist, Lavy was instrumental in developing the company’s innovative platform that
utilizes technology to provide artisans the necessary tools to reach new consumers and grow
their businesses.
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Chef Martin Old World
Butcher Shop
Re-Launching All Retail Sausage

m NASCAR driver Aric Almirola presented the LeGore Boys and
Girls Club of Indianapolis with a Kroger gift card worth $1,000
towards the purchase of groceries, courtesy of Nathan’s Famous.

Boys & Girls Clubs of
Indianapolis Honored by
Nathan’s Famous
Thanks to Nathan’s Famous, the world famous hot dog
company, the Boys & Girls Clubs of Indianapolis were celebrated for being leaders in the community and making active
play possible by NASCAR driver Aric Almirola before the race
at Indianapolis Motor Speedway on July 26.
As part of its Ready. Set. PLAY. initiative with national nonprofit KaBOOM!, Almirola surprised Juan Ongay, Unit Director
at the LeGore Club, with a $1,000 Kroger gift card towards
the purchase of groceries, courtesy of Nathan’s Famous.
Guests from the LeGore Boys & Girls Club, one of 11 Boys
& Girls Clubs in Indianapolis, were greeted at the race track
by the Richard Petty Motorsports team and escorted to the
garage area to meet the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series race
winner. Almirola then surprised the group with the $1,000
gift card. Those in attendance stayed at the famed race track
to watch Almirola race in this afternoon’s Crown Royal presents the Jeff Kyle 400 at The Brickyard.
“Our kids experienced the afternoon of their lives today
at Indianapolis Motor Speedway as the guests of Nathan’s
Famous,” said James Whitten, Executive Director, Boys &
Girls Clubs of Indianapolis. “We thought they were just going
to watch the race but to be surprised by Aric Almirola with a
$1,000 Kroger gift card towards the purchase of groceries on
behalf of Nathan’s, we couldn’t be happier. This donation will
have a direct impact on our Back to School Nights that we’ll
hold in the coming weeks!”

Specialities, Inc. Debuts
Bayonne Dried Cured Ham
Specialities, Inc. has
introduced France’s legendary Bayonne Ham into
the marketplace. A quality product is rarely ever
created in a single’s night
work. The Bayonne Ham
is crafted to the highest
standards using a unique
process handed down by
centuries of meticulous
care, time and knowledge.
By this definition, Bayonne
Hams are the standard
by which all other French
hams are judged. Specalities, Inc. will be showcasing both the traditional tasting Bayonne Ham and a flavor of
Bayonne Ham that has been cured and coated using France’s
world famous AOC (Appellation d’Origine Controlee) Espelette Red Peppers.
A ham can only become a Bayonne Ham if it’s produced in
the very specific, clearly defined areas of the Adour basin in
the heart of French Basque for salting and South of France
for rearing. All Bayonne Hams are assured by the Protected
Geographical Indication (PGI) since October 7, 1998 and is
protected under the European Union PGI label. The PGI label
informs consumers about the specific characteristics of
products and protects their geographical names form imitation and usurpation. Bayonne hams have only four ingredients; specially-bred and fed French pigs (no steroids, no fish
oils, and no antibiotics), salt from the natural springs deep
beneath the Pyrenees Mountains, air and the most important
ingredient, time.
“We are extremely excited to be the exclusive purveyor of
Bayonne Hams in the United States and moreover be the first
to let retailers and foodservice operators taste this exceptional ham,” said Richard Kessler, of Specialities, Inc.

Chef Martin Wallner, founder and creator of Chef Martin
Old World Butcher Shop, has announced the recent relaunch of his retail sausage line, now available at specialty
retail stores throughout the Midwest. Chef Martin has
continued to use his traditional Austrian recipes but now
presents his all natural sausage line as antibiotic and hormone free. At this time, the sausage line is available at select stores gourmet retailers throughout the Midwest, with
national distribution to follow.
Chef Martin first began making sausage when he was
only four years-old while helping at his family’s butcher
shop in Austria. Chef Martin’s family tradition became
m CHEF MARTIN’S line of retail sausage includes: Uncured Hot Dog,
his passion. He continues to make his sausage the way
Original Bratwurst, Smoked Bauernwurst: Smoked Garlic Sausage,
he learned growing upsmall batches with a spe- Käsekrainer: Alpine Cheese Bratwurst, Jalapeño Cheddar Bratcial emphasis on quality, wurst and Smoked Chicken and Apple Sausage.
texture and flavor.
Chef Martin’s line of retail sausage includes: Uncured Hot Dog, Original Bratwurst, Smoked
Bauernwurst: Smoked Garlic Sausage, Käsekrainer: Alpine Cheese Bratwurst, Jalapeño Cheddar Bratwurst and Smoked Chicken and Apple Sausage.
“I’m so proud to tell our customers that in addition to being an all-natural, no nitrates and no
filler sausage, they are now antibiotic and hormone free. As always, the most important thing
about my sausage is that they are still the best you’ve ever tasted,” says Chef Martin of the
re-launch. “Our products are only getting better and it’s our hope that more people will now
m CHEF MARTIN WALLNER
enjoy the sausage, and just in time for warm weather grilling!”

Jack Link’s Wild Side Sausages In Bold, Meaty Flavors
The expert in all things meat, Jack Link’s Protein Snacks,
brings America a new thrill-of-the-grill with the introduction
of its premium Jack Link’s Wild Side Sausage line. These satisfying links are available now in big, bold and meaty flavors
that kick up the taste buds. Perfect for grilling, the sausages
feature unexpected ingredients that range from handcrafted
bacon jerky, to hardwood-smoked beef and pork, to spicy jalapeño peppers.
The Jack Link’s Wild Side Sausage line includes five flavor
varieties that are fully cooked and ready to throw on the grill.
All feature big-guy portions, crispy casings and meaty texture,
making them perfect for the ultimate tailgating party or backyard barbecue:
n ORIGINAL HARDWOOD SMOKED SAUSAGE adds an extra
kick of traditional spices for a sausage with steak-like perfection
n HARDWOOD SMOKED WITH CHEDDAR SAUSAGE combines

melt-in-your-mouth cheddar cheese with a classic sausage
n JALAPEÑO SAUSAGE features fiery jalapeño peppers and
premium cuts of beef and pork
n BRATWURST WITH BACON JERKY incorporates the smoky
flavor of thick cut, hickory-smoked bacon jerky into a great
grilling sausage
n BRATWURST WITH PEPPERED JERKY is perfect for black
pepper lovers, blended with coarse ground pepper jerky that
doesn’t mess around
Each Wild Side Sausage has been meticulously crafted with
the same spirit of adventure as Jack Link’s ancestors in the
1880s, who introduced their fellow pioneers to the family’s
flavorful sausage and smoked meat recipes and spurred a meat
snack empire.  
Jack Link’s Wild Side Sausages are available exclusively at
Walmart stores across the country for a suggested retail price of
$3.98 per package.

m Tony Roma’s Launches

All Natural Line of Ready-to-Eat Ribs and Pulled Pork
Rupari Food Services, a leading supplier of ready-to-eat
pork ribs and BBQ meat entrees, is setting a new standard in
the pre-cooked refrigerated meat category with the launch of
Tony Roma’s All Natural Ribs and Pulled Pork.
In addition to removing high fructose corn syrup and gluten,
Tony Roma’s has added new flavor profiles. Developed in celebration of regional barbeque favorites, sauces include Kansas
Style Sweet Hickory BBQ, Kansas City Style Kickin’ Sweet &
Spicy BBQ and Blue Ridge Sweet & Smoky BBQ. Rupari is also
introducing a new packaging design for the expanded line.
“Consumers are demanding higher-quality refrigerated meal
solutions, and they deserve them,” says Kristin Kroepfl, vice
president of marketing for Rupari Food Services. She notes
m RUPARI FOOD SERVICES, a leading supplier of ready-to-eat
that since 2010, the gap between consumers who have and
pork ribs and BBQ meat entrees, is setting a new standard in
have not purchased natural and organic meats has closed drathe pre-cooked refrigerated meat category with the launch of
matically. “Where frozen options once dominated, refrigerated
convenience is now driving growth, and we know from both our Tony Roma’s All Natural Ribs and Pulled Pork.
own and secondary research that premium quality meats paired
with clean labeling is fueling consumer demand more than anything else.”
Hand-trimmed and slow-smoked in natural hardwoods, Tony Roma’s ready-to-eat meats are an easy way to enjoy delicious,
quality barbecue at home without the extensive prep time. Each heat-and-serve meat is filled with rich and robust flavors,
bringing that fresh-off-the-barbecue taste to the kitchen in just 20 minutes.
“We pride ourselves in our passion for authentic barbeque. We have found a way to cater to all of our customers by combining
all-natural ingredients with the delicious taste and tender profile people expect from our products,” said Jack Vogt, Resident Pit
Master and Research and Development Lead for Rupari Food Services. “We’ve invested behind a simple manufacturing process
that enables us to make BBQ the same way we do from scratch in competition – we season, slow smoke and sauce high quality
meat. That’s it in a nutshell.”
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Store Brands Offer Savings on Organic, Gluten-Free, and Special Needs Products
Consumers trying to maintain or
improve their health are increasingly seeking specialty food and
non-food alternatives. Whether they
are organic, gluten-free, dye-free or
lactose-free, these products can be
costly, but a new survey of special
needs store brands items shows
significant savings for consumers.
The research, conducted by the
Private Label Manufacturers Association, assembled a market
basket consisting of 27 typical
specialty products that consumers
might purchase as healthy alternatives or for special dietary needs.
These products include gluten-free
items like pancake mix and chicken
broth; organics such as milk and
pasta; even non-food allergy-free
items like dye and perfume-free
laundry detergent.
For every category in the study,
a leading national brand product
was compared to a similar store
brand product when available and
prices were adjusted to account for
all known discounts, coupons and
promotions available for each of the
four shopping visits in the study.
The PLMA survey discovered
that many organic products on the
shelves had a private label product but sometimes did not have a
national brand counterpart. However, when a national brand was
available for comparison, private
label products saved consumers
15%. When comparing glutenfree products, the PLMA market
basket study found the private label
products cost 17% less on average
when compared to their national
brand counterparts, while some
store brand products saved shoppers as much as 41%.
Millions in the U.S. who are suffering from food allergies, and
those with special dietary needs
can also save with store brands.
Consumers who choose to buy soy
burgers, lactose-free milk and lowsalt chicken broth, among other
specialty food products, would save
almost 30% when compared to
national brand products.
Organic food sales overall continue to grow. Presently they represent a $26 billion market, but sales
are projected to reach $60 billion
by 2020, according to a report from
Packaged Facts. A recent Gallup
survey found 45% of consumers
actively try to include organic products into their diet, and for consumers under the age of 29, that jumps
to 53%.
The opportunity for private label

Top-5 Ways
Supermarkets
Help Shoppers
Live Healthy
Consumers have an ally in their
efforts to live healthy lives finds
a recent report Retail Contributions to Health and Wellness,
from the Food Marketing Institute
(FMI). For the third year, FMI has
surveyed grocers on how they are
meeting the needs of shoppers
who are seeking healthier lifestyles. Here’s how supermarkets
are helping shoppers live healthier:
n INVESTING IN HEALTH AND
WELLNESS. More than half
(54%) of grocers surveyed have
established health and wellness
programs for both customers
and employees. The majority of
these programs include community health events, product
sampling, healthy recipes, store
tours, cooking demonstrations,
Continued on PAGE 38

is evident for a growing number
of retailers. In a consumer survey,
Walmart found 91% of people
would buy organic products if they
were more affordable. Kroger’s
Simple Truth Organic has become
a billion dollar brand for the retailer
while other retailers like Costco

and Target are expecting billions
of dollars in organic food sales this
coming year.
The growth of gluten-free products in the U.S. is also widespread.
According to Mintel, gluten-free
sales have grown 63% since 2011
and gluten free sales will top $8

billion this year. Mintel also projects
sales are expected to reach $14
billion by 2017 as their popularity
and their availability on the shelves
continue to grow.
Looking beyond organics and
gluten, the Food Allergy Network
reports 15 million U.S. adults and

children suffer from food allergies,
while another five million are allergic to various chemical products.
In a recent survey by Datamonitor,
20% of consumers said that they
avoid certain foods due to an allergy or intolerance most or all of
the time.
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Hispanic Shopper Spending m The Milestone
Highest in Three Years
RefresH2Go Debuts New Water Filtering Bottle
Acosta Sales & Marketing has
joined forces with Univision Communications Inc. (UCI) to release
The Why? Behind The Buy U.S.
Hispanic Shopper Study that provides valuable insights into U.S.
Hispanic shopper behavior. As the
U.S. Hispanic population grows,
this report will help CPG companies and retailers develop marketing strategies to best attract and
win with this important consumer
segment.
“With the Hispanic population of
57 million expected to double by
2050, brands and retailers recognize that this growth can positively
impact their bottom lines. Knowing how these consumers shop
and make purchase decisions is
important for capturing market
share,” said Colin Stewart, Senior
Vice President, Acosta. “The Why?
Behind The Buy has found that
whether it’s the amount spent on
groceries, the enjoyment of shopping, eating dinner at the table
or purchasing groceries online
– Hispanic shoppers outperform
their total U.S. counterparts nearly
every time. ”
TheWhy? Behind the Buy
U.S.Hispanic Shopper Study reveals:
n SPENDING AND INCOME ARE
GROWING. Hispanic shoppers
are more optimistic about their
personal economies, which has
translated into their highest
monthly grocery spending in
three years.
Hispanic shoppers spend an average of $361 a month on groceries compared to $331 spent by the
total U.S. shopper population.
n SHOPPING IS NOT A CHORE.
Hispanic shoppers find pleasure
in going to the grocery store and
view it as another way to spend
more time with family.
74 percent of Hispanic shoppers
report they enjoy grocery shopping; 16 percentage points higher

than total U.S. shoppers.
77 percent of Hispanic shoppers shop with another person; 51
percent of total U.S. shoppers do
the same. As a result, Hispanics
are much more likely to share purchase decisions with their families
compared to their total U.S. counterparts.
n MEALS MATTER. The dinner
table takes center stage in the
Hispanic household. By making
mealtime a priority, Hispanic
shoppers are buying more groceries and preparing more
meals.
65 percent of Hispanic shoppers
ate dinner at the dining table or
kitchen counter compared to 55
percent of total U.S. shoppers.
Hispanic shoppers average 3.3
meals a day, compared to total
U.S. shoppers’ 2.8 meals a day,
which translates to 3.5 additional
meal occasions each week.
Meal requests from their families
and children drive 23 percent of
Hispanic shoppers’ dinner choices,
compared to just 12 percent of
total U.S. shoppers.
n TECHNOLOGY DRIVES SPENDING. Hispanic shoppers are
more digitally engaged, outpacing the general U.S. population
– a fact that extends to online
grocery shopping.
Half of Hispanic shoppers indicated they had purchased a grocery item online in the past year,
compared to 40 percent of total
U.S. shoppers.
A significant 73 percent of Hispanic shoppers use technology for
grocery shopping, compared to 60
percent of total U.S. shoppers.
The Why? Behind The Buy U.S.
Hispanic Shopper Study was
produced in partnership with
Univision Communications Inc. via
Acosta’s proprietary ShopperF1rst
online survey in the of 2014. To
access the full report, visit www.
acosta.com/hispanic-why.

The estimated three out of four
Americans who suffer from chronic dehydration need to make extra
efforts during the summer months
to ensure their lack of water consumption doesn’t lead to serious
health consequences. The newest
water filtering bottle, The Milestone, from RefresH2Go is aimed
at helping them stay hydrated this
summer and year round. It holds
a full liter of water in a reusable
eco-friendly design that is engineered to filter water right in the
bottle. Unlike other water filtration
systems, no soaking, refilling or
waiting is required.
The caveat is that most of the
filtered water options leave a lot to
be desired in terms of accessibility, cost and environmental friendliness. RefresH2Go bridges those
gaps by offering a filtered water

option that not only is affordable
and eco conscious but also provides consumers with effective onthe-go water filtering that is both
quick and easy. Every RefresH2Go
water bottle is designed for filter-

ing, refreshment and reusing anywhere, anytime.
Ergonomically designed for slipfree, comfortable handling, the
RefresH2Go bottles are made of
high-quality, BPA-free Eastman
Tritan plastic for long-term reuse.
Just one compatible filter with
built-in straw inserted into a RefresH2Go bottle treats 40 gallons
of water, the equivalent of 300
disposable water bottles.
The new Milestone model holds
a full liter (34 ounces) of filtered
water and retails for $9.99 to
$10.99. It joins The Curve (26
ounces in an hourglass shape),
The Sleek (22 ounces in a tall,
tapered and slim design) and The
Junior (12 ounces), which have
manufacturer suggested retail
prices of $5.99 to $7.99, depending on the model.

Land O’Lakes Announces New
European Style Butter
Land O’Lakes
is adding to its
popular line of
dairy products
with the launch
of new Land O’
Lakes European
Style Butter.
Land O’ Lakes
European Style
Butter is a super
premium butter made with
sweet cream.
It has a higher fat content than traditional
butters (82 percent, rather than 80 percent),
giving it a rich, indulgent flavor and an extracreamy texture. This makes it perfect for special moments -- whether you’re spreading on
fresh bread or cooking savory dishes -- when
the flavor of butter will shine through.
“We’re proud to offer a European style

option,” said
Stacey Kearin,
Marketing Director at Land
O’Lakes, Inc.
“We know that
our consumers
love to cook and
entertain, love
the flavor and
texture of butter
and value highquality ingredients. Because
it is made with sweet cream, Land O’ Lakes
European Style Butter fills a consumer need
on the dairy shelves.”
Land O’ Lakes European Style Butter is
available either salted or unsalted, in halfpound boxes, with two convenient 4-ounce
sticks, each individually wrapped in a Flavor
Protect Wrapper, per box.

m Kroger Announces

Creation of Two Divisions in Texas
The Kroger Co. has announced the
establishment of two new supermarket
divisions, a Dallas division and a Houston
division. Previously, both markets were
served as part of Kroger’s Southwest division.
Kroger also announced that Dana Zurcher has been promoted to serve as president of the company’s new Dallas division.
Bill Breetz, who has been serving as
president of the Southwest division since
2002, will continue to oversee operations
in Texas and Louisiana for the remainder
of the year, and serve as president of the
new Houston division.
“Kroger is committed to growing and

serving our customers in the great state
of Texas, and in our important Louisiana
markets,” said Rodney McMullen, Kroger’s
chairman and CEO.
The company has previously outlined
capital investment plans of approximately
$700 million in Dallas-Fort Worth and
$500 million in Houston over the next
three years.
“We see opportunities for growth in
both Dallas and Houston thanks in large
part to Bill’s leadership the past 13 years,”
McMullen added. “This move will bring
resources closer to our store teams, customers, and communities.”
Kroger’s new Dallas division includes

105 stores in the Dallas and Fort Worth
markets and in the Shreveport and Alexandria, Louisiana area. The new Houston
division includes 109 stores in the greater
Houston region, as well as stores in Lake
Charles, Louisiana.
Dana Zurcher, Vice President of Operations for the Southwest Division, has been
promoted to president of Kroger’s Dallas
division, effective October 1.
“Dana’s experience spans several retail
divisions, and she understands nearly every aspect of our business,” said Mr. McMullen. “She is an exceptional leader who
is known for helping associates discover
their full potential. We are excited to have

Dana lead our team in Dallas.”
Zurcher brings 30 years of leadership
experience to her new role. She began her
Kroger career in Indianapolis store management in 1985. She served in a number
of leadership roles in the Central division,
including store manager and district coordinator. In 2002, she was named a district
manager in the company’s Fry’s division
in Phoenix. In 2008, she was promoted
to director of operations for the Ralphs
division in Los Angeles, where she served
until she was promoted to vice president
of operations for Kroger’s Mid-South division in 2011. She has served in her current role since 2013.
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StrictlyNatural

Daiya Launches
Cheezy Mac
Thanks to Daiya
Foods, everyone, regardless of food sensitivities, can now enjoy
the taste of America’s
favorite comfort food—
mac and cheese. The
creator of deliciously
dairy-free products that
melt, taste and stretch
like dairy-based cheese,
has introduced the firstever dairy, gluten and
soy-free Cheezy Mac. Available throughout the U.S. in three
deluxe varieties, including Cheddar, Alfredo and White Cheddar with Veggies, Daiya Cheezy Mac combines a smooth and
creamy “cheeze” sauce with delicious, gluten-free, whole
grain pasta.
“We believe everyone should be able to enjoy amazingly
delicious foods, without any compromise,” said Michael
Lynch, Daiya vice president of marketing. “We saw a gap in
the market for a product that allows individuals with dairy
and gluten sensitivities to relish in the melty, smooth, and
cheesy goodness of macaroni and cheese, and our delicious
Cheezy Mac was born. This premium, home-style product
embodies how Daiya enables people to experience the delight
of cheese in everyday foods, while leveraging the nutritional
goodness of plant-based ingredients.”
Unlike conventional mac and cheese brands which often
use powdered cheese flavoring, Daiya Cheezy Mac features
a ready-made, dairy-free sauce pack for added convenience,
as well as gluten-free, whole grain pasta that provides the
perfect al dente texture within seven-to-eight minutes.
Daiya Cheezy Mac offers 5 grams of protein per serving and
accounts for 20 percent of the daily value of Calcium and
Vitamin B12. Like all Daiya products, each Cheezy Mac variety contains no animal products, cholesterol, trans fats or
preservatives.
Daiya Cheezy Mac (SRP $4.99) joins the company’s existing dairy, gluten, and soy-free foods including recently
launched Cheezecakes in four flavors; artisanal pizzas, such
as a new Supreme Pizza utilizing Beyond Meat’s 100-percent plant-protein meat alternatives; as well as a core line
of dairy-free Shreds, Blocks, Slices and Cream Cheese Style
Spreads.

m Umpqua Oats Launches

m Enjoy Life Foods Debuts

New Line of Functional
Allergy-Friendly Baking
Products
Enjoy Life Foods, a leading brand in the growing Free-From
category, has announced the launch of its new ready-to-use
Baking Mixes. Boasting the Enjoy Life brand promise to create 100 percent Certified Gluten-Free and allergy-friendly
foods free-from the top eight food allergens, the new Baking
Mixes are also Non-GMO Project Verified, Kosher and Halal
Certified. Made with a blend of ancient grains, plant-based
proteins and a patented all-natural probiotic enhancement,
the Baking Mixes are hitting shelves across the nation now.
Designed to make baking quick and easy, the Baking Mixes
require adding only oil and water for deliciously safe, betterfor-you baked treats. All of the new baking products are
made with petite teff grains, a gluten-free superfood that is
sourced and hand harvested in Ethiopia. The baking mixes
will have a suggested retail price of $8.49. Varieties include:
n PANCAKE + WAFFLE MIX – A healthy twist to traditional
breakfast mixes that are perfect for any time of day.
n PIZZA CRUST MIX – A uniquely delicious crust that offers
a traditional flavor profile for baking tangy to savory pies.
n BROWNIE MIX – A rich-tasting chocolate mix that flaunts
equally-as-delicious aromas to fulfill every sense.
n MUFFIN MIX – A quick and easy versatile mix that bakes
into mouthwatering sweet treats.
n ALL-PURPOSE FLOUR – Finely-sifted flour that can be
used as a staple ingredient in tasty cakes, breads and
more.
Crafted to provide foodies everywhere with one-of-a-kind
healthy baking products, the new Baking Mixes are a simple
solution for those with food allergies both life-threatening and
non-life threatening, a prevalence that continues to increase.
All Enjoy Life products are Certified Gluten-Free and NonGMO Project Verified and free-from the top eight most common food allergens, identified as wheat, dairy, peanuts, tree
nuts, egg, soy, fish and shellfish.

New Raw and Unfiltered
Honeys from Rice Family

Maple Pecan SuperPremium Oatmeal
Umpqua Oats Inc., an innovative manufacturer of singleserve super premium oatmeal, has launched a farm-to-cup
classic, Maple Pecan. Umpqua Oats’ Maple Pecan warm oatmeal cup includes a delicious mixture of custom-milled rolled
oats, crunchy pecans, pure maple syrup and other all-natural
ingredients to create a delicious and satisfying meal.
“Maple and pecan are two of the most highly sought-after
oatmeal flavors – they’re classics, but not all oatmeal is
the same,” said Sheri Price, co-founder of Umpqua Oats.
“Umpqua Oats’ Maple Pecan blends the perfect combination of warm maple syrup with the nuttiness of pecans for
a healthy and delicious, non-GMO and gluten-free oatmeal
that’s ready at a moment’s notice. It’s a whole meal solution
that tastes like home, no matter where you go.”
In developing Maple Pecan, Umpqua Oats stayed true to its
farm-to-cup mentality when sourcing ingredients. The pure
maple syrup was specifically selected from Coombs Family
Farms in New England. The new flavor also has 7 grams of
protein and is less than 300 calories.
The newest flavor combination for Umpqua Oats also
meets consumers’ desire for oatmeal they can have as a
snack, or meal, any time of day and with minimal preparation. Just three minutes after hot water is added, the oatmeal
is ready to be stirred and enjoyed.
The company anticipates Maple Pecan to be available nationwide and online this fall.

Founded in 1924
by L.R. Rice, Rice’s
Lucky Clover Honey
is a family owned
company, and leading producer of the
highest quality raw
and unfiltered honey
in the U.S. Rice’s
Lucky Clover Honey
has established and
nurtured long-standing relationships with
beekeeper families,
allowing for quality U.S. honey to be
packed in every bottle of Rice’s Lucky Clover Honey. Now, Rice’s Lucky Clover
Honey has announced the national debut of L.R. Rice Raw &
Unfiltered Honey and Rice Family Raw and Unfiltered Honey.
Available nationwide these products offer the highest quality of honey available on ht e market, all locally sourced,
and completely raw and unfiltered. Today, most of the honey
we see is processed, robbing it of its nutritional value. All of
Rice’s Lucky Colver Honey products are raw and unfiltered,
making them high in antimicrobial and antibacterial properties, and full of vitamins and minerals.
“When Rice’s Lucky Clover Honey first began in 1924,
our family worked bee yards, extracted honey, filled and
labeled glass jars, then sold products door to door in Northern Colorado,” says Ronna Rice, CEO of Rice’s Lucky Clover
Honey. “Now, we are thrilled that our products are available to our customer’s nationwide, offering high quality,
premium, raw, and unfiltered honey at affordable prices. It
took a lot of hard work but it means the world to us to offer
100% pure, local United States, raw and unfiltered honey to
the whole country.”

Heinz Ketchup
Expands Organic and
Simply Product Lines
For over six years,
Heinz has been delighting families by
offering its Simply
Heinz and Heinz Organic recipes. Heinz
has now expanded its
Organic line from the
existing 14 ounce (oz)
size to a NEW 32oz
size in response to
demand from larger
families, and grow its
Simply Heinz line from
the existing 34 oz. to a
new smaller sized 20 oz. bottle.
“Heinz has an enduring commitment to bringing mealtime
happiness to families,” said Joe Giallanella, Brand Manager
for Heinz. “The additional sizes of our Heinz Organic and
Simply Heinz ketchups ensure that all families will have a size
that fits their needs.”
According to Nielsen scanner data, organic and natural
ketchup products have doubled in sales as a percent of
the total ketchup category since early 2013, and Heinz has
played an integral role in that expansion. Heinz has been
driving growth in the ketchup category through its innovation,
particularly in flavors and recipes like Heinz Organic.
Heinz Organic ketchup is made with 100 percent USDA
certified organic tomatoes and is available in 14oz and the
new 32 oz. sizes, at the suggested retail price of $2.69 &
$4.75, respectively. Simply Heinz ketchup is made with real
sugar and comes in a 34oz and the NEW 20oz size, at the
suggested retail price $3.99 and $2.59, respectively. These
new sizes of Heinz Organic and Simply Heinz join a line-up
of Heinz ketchup that meet a wide range of consumer needs
and tastes including Reduced Sugar (13oz), No Salt (14oz)
and a variety of flavored ketchup products, all of which are
available nationwide.

Pacific Foods Debuts
Organic Polenta
Only Pre-Cooked Line Made with
Organic Cheese and Butter
Made with organic parmesan,
sharp cheddar cheese and creamy
butter mixed right in, Pacific’s new
pre-cooked Organic Polenta offers a flavorful fuss-free starter
for hundreds of meals and sides.
Starting with a slow-cooked organic
cornmeal base, the sliceable pantry
staple comes in four ready-toheat flavors – ranging from clean
and classic, to zesty jalapeño and
smoky chipotle – meeting increasing consumer demand for authentic,
global flavors and convenient meal
solutions.
With plant-based diets trending,
and more mainstream consumers looking for hearty meat-free
meal options, polenta can serve
as a crowd-pleasing canvas for
creating fresh versions of family
favorites and testing globallyinspired recipes – minus heavier
go-to staples like pasta, rice or
potatoes. “American eaters are
more adventurous and looking to grocery store shelves
for products that can help them recreate authentic flavors
and dishes at home,” said Kevin Tisdale, vice president of
marketing for Pacific Foods. “Polenta is delicious, but traditionally time-consuming to make. We’ve given families a
head-start on a flavorful meal that’s prepared and easy to
customize.”
Baked, grilled, sautéed, fried or simmered, polenta can
serve as a meal, side or appetizer any time of day – from
crispy cakes and fries, creamy breakfast porridge to
baked lasagna, all the way to caramel-drizzled polenta
pudding – the possibilities are positively endless. Pacific’s
polenta is certified organic, GMO-free, and a versatile
vegetarian, naturally gluten-free alternative to pasta. It
comes in four savory varieties: Original, Chipotle Cheddar,
Jalapeño Cheddar and Roasted Garlic & Herb.
Like all of Pacific’s products, the polenta is packaged
in BPA-free, shelf-stable cartons to preserve its slowcooked texture and creamy flavor.
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45K Supermercados
El Bodegón #5 Celebrates
Opening in Lake Worth

m EL BODEGÓN #5 located at the Town & Country Shopping Center, 1910 Lake Worth Road in Lake Worth, Florida opened its doors on July 23.

El Bodegón #5
1910 Lake Worth Road
Lake Worth, Florida
A TODAY’S GROCER Special Report

El Bodegón #5, the company’s newest
superstore, is open and now joins El Bodegón
#1 (West Palm Beach), El Bodegón #2
(Lantana), El Bodegón #3 (Margate), and
El Bodegón #4 (Lake Worth).

m OPENING DAY CONGRATULATIONS – The team from Southeast Wholesale Foods, the store’s primary supplier, congratulates Store Manager, Enrique Solorzano. Pictured congratulating Solarzano (center) are Rich Bauer, Southeast
Food Dist. CEO/President (left); Tony Palacios, SWF General Manager; Enrique Solarzano, El Bodegón Manager; Robert
Fundora and Osmil Alonso, SWF (right).
m Entrance to customer checkout.

m TÉCNICA BUSINESS SYSTEMS Marketing Assistant, Henna Pardo (left) and
Business Development Director, Lourdes Viloria (right) pictured with Enrique
Solorzano and Juan Felipe Rincón (center right).

m Hot and Fresh Bakery Department.
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m Views of the Produce Department

m CAFÉ

m CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT.

m Need money in a rush? Need to send money? Wire
Transfers and Bill Pay Service Department at El Bodegón
offers convenient service.

m An extensive packaged meats selection can be found
next to the large dairy case.

m Refrigerated Dairy cases as seen across from Bulk Rice.

m FROZEN FOODS.

m The store has plenty of space throughout to generate sales with large displays, such as, this pictured soft
drink display.

m COLD BEER – An extensive assortment of imported
and domestic beers are always chilled and ready to go!

m A wide assortment of hot, prepared foods.

m FRONT END – the store remains competitive thanks to state-of-the-art
technology installed and serviced by Técnica Business Systems.

m TÉCNICA Project Manager, Onniel Garcia does some final systems check in
the state-of-the-art cafeteria checkout.

m Sit-down Dining area.

m TÉCNICA Project Manager, Carlos Sanchez pictured with Enrique Solorzano.

m End Cap Displays at the rear of the store.
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Beverage

m AQUA Carpatica Introduces

World’s Only NitrateFree Naturally Sparking
Mineral Water
AQUA Carpatica, the world’s only nitrate-free naturally
sparkling mineral water, is pleased to announce today the
U.S. launch of its naturally sparkling mineral and still spring
varieties. With its U.S. market introduction at Sprouts Farmers Market Stores, AQUA Carpatica will continue to elevate the
conversation about nitrates in drinking water, raising awareness and discussion regarding stricter content labeling in the
U.S. and nitrate consumption by pregnant women and infants.
AQUA Carpatica offers naturally untouched mineral and
spring waters of the highest quality, generated from a unique
land deep within the Carpathian Mountains, one of the remaining untamed forests of Eastern Europe. Purified by
nature, AQUA Carpatica is sourced from two springs located
over 200 meters underground. With no agriculture or industrial
activity in the surrounding areas, it’s like going back to a time
before chemicals, fertilizers, CFCs and other contaminants
even existed. In these ancient springs, there are no processing plants, no human interference – only the purest water, as
natural today as it was at the beginning of time.
Nitrate-free and naturally sparkling, AQUA Carpatica Natural
Sparkling Mineral Water has a range of health benefits. Due
to its unique concentration of calcium and magnesium, it is
particularly suited for athletes and people with high levels of
physical activity, and its naturally sparkling attributes also
help aid in digestion.
AQUA Carpatica Spring Water (Still) has a low mineral content
and, unlike widely-recognized competing waters, has a very
low concentration of nitrates at only 0.14 mg/l NO3-N. Due to
this extremely low nitrate content, AQUA Carpatica is an excellent choice for pregnant women, young children and infants.

Cascade Ice Organic
Sparkling Waters
Expand Distribution
Cascade Ice has announced that its line of
USDA-certified Organic
sparkling flavored waters
are now available in over
400 Target stores nationwide. Consumers can
purchase popular Cascade
Ice flavors like Organic
Mixed Blueberry, Organic
Mixed Berry and Organic
Citrus Twist at select Target locations.
“Cascade Ice Organic
sparkling waters are a
favorite of fans seeking
a healthier and flavorful
alternative to sugar and calorie-filled beverages, and we’re
excited to be expanding our reach even more with Target,”
said Mike Broadwell, president and CEO of Cascade Ice parent company, Unique Beverage Company. “Target is a go-to
store for many of our fans and we know they’ll be happy to
see Cascade Ice on the shelves.”
Cascade Ice Organic sparkling waters are free of calories,
sugar, gluten, sodium and caffeine. They are naturally sweetened using fruit oils and essences. Visit CascadeIceWater.
com to view the entire flavor lineup and find a complete list of
retailer availability by state. Follow Cascade Ice on Facebook
and Twitter for opportunities to win free Cascade Ice samples!
Unique Beverage Company, LLC is a beverage company
headquartered in Everett, Washington, that produces and
distributes a variety of refreshing drinks in grocery chains
and convenience stores throughout the United States.

m Celestial Seasonings Launches

Capri Sun Updates
No HFCS, Five Ingredients, New
Packaging & Ad Campaign
Capri Sun has introduced a number of recent changes to
its drinks and fruit juice line including:
n NO HIGH FRUCTOSE CORN SYRUP – Capri Sun has removed high fructose corn syrup from all products. It’s a
change that consumers – especially parents – have been
asking for.
n FEWER INGREDIENTS – The brand has gone even further
by reformulating its product to use fewer ingredients: filtered water, sugar, juice, citric acid and natural flavor(s).
In addition, all products are now made with real sugar and
have 10 Fewer Calories and 3g Less Sugar per pouch in
hopes to drive +25 BILLION calories out of the aisle.
n UPDATED POUCH & BOX PACKAGING DESIGN – All
pouches now have a clear-bottom so consumers can see
inside their drink and an easy-to-read ingredient label is
now listed on the front of the box reinforcing Capri Sun’s
commitment to NO artificial sweeteners, artificial preservatives, colors or flavors.
n NEW ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN – New broadcast TV
and print ads were released earlier this year encouraging
consumers – especially parents – that a healthy childhood
starts through active play.

m Biotta 100% Beet Juice

USDA Organic
& Non-GMO
Project Verified
Biotta, the Swiss pioneer in high-quality,
all natural juices, announced that its
Biotta Beet Juice is now USDA Organic,
denoting that the product meets all federal
USDA guidelines for organic agriculture,
harvesting and processing. In addition,
Biotta announced that its full line of U.S.
juices has been verified by the Non-GMO
Project, meaning that these items have
met the consensus-based standard that
includes GMO (Genetically Modified Organism) risk assessment, traceability,
segregation and testing at critical control
points to verify that ingredients are not
genetically modified

New Lines of Innovative
Coffeehouse-Style
Tea Beverages
Celestial Seasonings, a brand
of The Hain Celestial Group, Inc.,
has announced
the recent launch
of several new
lines of coffeehouse-style beverages featuring
the goodness of
tea plus on-trend
flavors like Dirty
Chai and Matcha Green. The brand’s new Celestial Lattes
are available in both ready-to-drink bottles and concentrated
formats, while new Celestial Teahouse Chai Teas are offered
in traditional tea bags.
Celestial Lattes are inspired by the “secret menus” of the
world’s best coffeehouses, where discerning consumers can
request customized blends. These barista-style beverages
are offered in ready-to-drink 9.5 oz. bottles and as concentrates that allow consumers to customize their lattes with
their choice of milk or any non-dairy alternative. Celestial
Lattes are available in four on-trend flavors:
n DIRTY CHAI - lively masala chai spiked with a shot of bold
espresso
n THE GODFATHER - authentic masala chai with bold
espresso and rich cocoa
n MOUNTAIN CHAI - a traditional masala chai with ginger,
cardamom and cloves
n MATCHA GREEN - a smooth blend featuring traditional
matcha green tea powder
Celestial Teahouse Chai Teas combine the bold, coffeehouse-style flavors that tea consumers increasingly demand
with the convenience and portability of bagged teas. Based
upon a traditional masala chai recipe, Teahouse Chai Teas are
available in both on-trend flavors and classic chai varieties:
n DIRTY CHAI - lively masala chai spiked with a shot of bold
espresso
n COCONUT THAI CHAI - authentic masala chai plus coconut flavor and Thai spices
n MOUNTAIN CHAI - a traditional masala chai with ginger,
cardamom and cloves
n DECAF MOUNTAIN CHAI - a true masala chai with decaf
black tea and fragrant spices
Celestial Lattes and Celestial Teahouse Chai Teas feature
the new Celestial Seasonings logo and the brand’s updated
packaging look and feel, which will be extended to the rest of
the Celestial Seasonings product portfolio later this year.

Temple Turmeric Debuts Juicy New Super Lights
Temple Turmeric, purveyor of the world’s first and finest turmeric-based beverages, has
unveiled the newest addition to its family: Super Lights. This new line of fully-functional
thirst-quenchers is designed to support a positive inflammation response with 7g of the
brand’s proprietary Hawaiian Oana Turmeric and only 40 calories per bottle. Super Lights
are available in three flavors – Hibiscus Berry-Ade, Lemon Ginger-Ade and Strawberry
Lemon-Ade.
“Our Super Lights are a completely new twist on our original nourishing turmeric-based
Elixirs, offering all the benefits of our Hawaiian Oana Turmeric and a mindfulness around
calories and sugar. Each bottle is a celebration of purification, soulful awareness and exceptional health – perfect for enjoyment wherever your wondrous journey takes you,” said
Daniel Sullivan, CEO and founder of Temple Turmeric.
nH
 IBISCUS BERRY-ADE: Enjoy a floral refresh with this exotic beverage that marries
tropical hibiscus flowers, brewed into a deep-red herbal tea, with the auspiciously sweet
beauty of organic blueberries for a vibrant indigo blend.
n L EMON GINGER–ADE: A blend of the spicy and intoxicating flavors of humble ginger, which is widely used in Ayurveda as a
warming herbal remedy, with bright lemon to encourage optimum alkaline pH levels to support your body’s natural defenses and
bring new zest to your day.
nS
 TRAWBERRY LEMON–ADE: Refreshingly sweet and juicy, this Super Light is packed with strawberries, which have long been
treasured for their scarlet hue, heart-shape and sweet, slightly tart flavor. To compliment that loveable perfection, we’ve paired
it with classic lemonade, enhanced with our powerful turmeric for the purest expression of a thirst-satisfying, summery blend.
Temple Turmeric Super Lights are made for heightened refreshment, with organic ingredients like strawberries, tart lemons, and
fiery ginger, a symphonic adaptogen that helps maximize the bioavailability of curcumin, the active component in turmeric. Each
bottle is organic, high-pressure processed (HPP), BPA-free and Non-GMO Project Verified with an MSRP of $3.99.
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South Miami Winn-Dixie Debuts
New Look During Big Grand Reveal

A TODAY’S GROCER 		
Special Report

W

inn-Dixie celebrated
the completion of
its recently remodeled South Miami,
FL store, located at
5850 SW 73rd St., during a grand
reveal party on Thursday, July
9. Customers can now enjoy a
refreshed shopping experience,
boasting upgraded and expanded
seafood, deli, bakery, produce and
wine departments.
“Customers have been raving
about the new look and amenities
now available at their South Miami
Winn-Dixie,” Tony Jorges, Regional
Vice President, Winn-Dixie Stores
told TODAY’S GROCER. “Providing
an exceptional shopping experience is our number one priority
and our associates are passionate
about providing customers with
a store they can trust to deliver
quality, service and value every
time they visit.”
Customers will immediately
notice their South Miami store’s
new modern facade and upgraded décor leading into the newly-

m WINN-DIXIE celebrated the completion of its recently remodeled South Miami, FL store, located at 5850 SW 73rd St., during a grand reveal party held
July 9. Customers can now enjoy a refreshed shopping experience, boasting
upgraded and expanded seafood, deli, bakery, produce and wine departments.

expanded produce department,
which offers the season’s freshest organic fruits and vegetables
and an assortment of freshly cut
fruits. In addition to the variety
of produce choices now available,
customers will find an extensive
selection of organic, natural and
gluten-free products throughout
the store.
The upgraded seafood department has been expanded to offer fresh live lobster and fresh,
made-to-order sushi by an onsite sushi chef.
The store’s new deli department
offers an array of freshly prepared
entrees and chef-inspired meals

prepared by an experienced chef.
Customers seeking ready-made
options can enjoy hand-carved
prime rib, brisket, roasted turkey and sustainable fire roasted
salmon available at a marble hot
bar, a custom sandwich station,
eight varieties of chicken wings
from a self-serve wing bar and
slow-roasted chicken from a wood
burning rotisserie.
The newly-renovated bakery
department, staffed with an onsite custom cake decorator, now
offers fresh-baked, self-serve
artisan breads, rolls, pastries,
doughnuts, and bagels, as well as
new line of specialty desserts, in-

m RIBBON-CUTTING: From left: Southeastern Grocers CEO and President
Ian McLeod, Chamber South President Mary Scott Russell, City of South Miami Mayor Philip Stoddard, Winn-Dixie Store #285 Store Director Jorge Hung,
District Director Gueorgui Lago and Miami Region Vice President Tony Jorges.

m KEY PRESENTATION: Winn-Dixie representatives and City of South Miami present Winn-Dixie Store #285 Store Director Jorge Hung with the key to the store.

m STORE TEAM: Winn-Dixie Store #285 Store Director Jorge Hung (center) with regional and store associates as they
prepare for the store’s grand reveal.

m ARTSOUTH Board Chair Janis Klein-Young accepts a $1,000 donation
from Winn-Dixie representatives during South Miami store’s grand reveal
celebration.
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m WINN-DIXIE representatives present Branches Director of Development
Isabelle Pike with a $2,000 donation to help celebrate the remodel of the
South Miami store.

m BAKERY: The newly-renovated bakery department now offers fresh-baked, self-serve artisan breads, rolls, pastries, doughnuts, and bagels, as well as new line of specialty desserts, including all-new tres leches cakes.

m SOUTH MIAMI ALLIANCE FOR YOUTH: Winn-Dixie Store #285 Store Director Jorge Hung presents a $1,500 donation on behalf of Winn-Dixie to
South Miami Alliance for Youth President Daisy Harrell, Secretary Sharron
Kendrick-Johnson and Vice President Donna Shelley.
m FOOD DONATION: Store Director Jorge Hung joins
Winn-Dixie customer Anna Maria Guerrero as she donates items to benefit Feeding South Florida.

m CHEF ROBERT CONNORS oversees a full-service
carving station serving hand-carved prime rib, brisket, roasted turkey and sustainable fire roasted salmon
available in the freshly prepared foods department.

m CHAMBER GIFT: Chamber South President Mary Scott Russell presents a
gift on behalf of the organization to celebrate the completion of Winn-Dixie’s
newest remodeled store in South Miami.

cluding all-new tres leches cakes.
The store also offers customers
an assortment of artisan cheeses,
hand-cut by a knowledgeable
cheese steward, who will assist
in creating the perfect pairing
from the store’s expanded wine
and beer selection.
Customers can also take a break
from their shopping trip at the new
Breakfast and Sandwiches Wi-Fi
café, which offers freshly prepared
breakfast, sandwiches and coffee.
Additional upgrades in the South
Miami store include a remodeled
floral department, energy effi-

cient cases and new LED lighting
throughout the store, as well as a
completely remodeled customer
service desk.
Additional celebratory events
during the grand opening period
included a special “Celebrate
Summer” event on August 15, a
wine, cheese and jazz event on
September 10 and a big special
Halloween Harvest Fest which is
scheduled for Saturday afternoon,
October 17.
The South Miami Winn-Dixie is
open seven days a week from 7
a.m. to 12 a.m.

m AN UPGRADED FLORAL DEPARTMENT features an assortment of seasonal merchandise and specialty gifts.

m The upgraded seafood department has been expanded to offer fresh live lobster.

m HOT BAR: The store’s new deli department offers chef-inspired entrees and side dishes prepared by an experienced chef.

m ENERGY EFFICIENT: The South Miami Winn-Dixie store
features upgraded décor, energy efficient cases and
new LED lighting.

m An experienced, on-site sushi chef is always ready to prepare fresh sushi
orders.
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On the Promotional front

Beck’s Urban Canvas Underway in Miami
Features Twelve
Miami-Based
Artists, Encouraging
Their Creative
Freedom
Beck’s, the world’s most
recognized German-style beer,
introduced Beck’s
Urban Canvas today, a community-focused art project aimed
at neighborhood revitalization
and the fostering of progressive thinking in Miami. Beck’s is
continuing its tradition of supporting creators and innovators
from around the world. For the
first ever Beck’s Urban Canvas
project, 12 visionary artists from
Miami have been hand-selected
to create 15 original works of art
throughout the Magic City. These
specially commissioned murals
and installations are coming to
life in Miami’s creatively inspired
communities of Little Havana,
Little Haiti, Wynwood and in the
recently launched artist live/
work area known as the Leah
Arts District in Hialeah. The
Beck’s Urban Canvas crew of
multicultural artists include: Trek
6, Don Rimx, Hoxxoh, Typoe,
Jose Mertz, Tatiana Suarez, 2

m BECK’S URBAN CANVAS is intended to celebrate the relationship between creative expression and community engagement. Events are being
announced on social media via the #BecksUrbanCanvas hashtag. Art lovers are invited to visit the murals during this creative process and share
photos on social media.

Alas, Ernesto Maranje, Magnus
Sodamin, Diana Contreras,
Jessy Nite and Abstrk.
“We are always looking to enable artists and support communities in South Florida that are
taking part in really interesting
and community-focused work.
The things that may go unnoticed at first, but ultimately can’t
be ignored,” said Becks Regional
Marketing Director, Mateus
Schroeder, “The artists we’ve
invited to participate in this proj-

ect are helping to shape the local culture and we are excited to
share their creations with Beck’s
drinkers and support events in
these respective communities
that everyone can appreciate.”
In celebration of the Beck’s
Urban Canvas launch, Miami’s
community leaders, art enthusiasts, and media came together
for a special night on July 23, at
Wynwood Walls that showcased
the work of all participating
artists.

Snack Factory Pretzel Crisps Now Non-GMO Project Verified
Snack Factory Pretzel Crisps, the world’s first –
and the original – flat-baked pretzel cracker, has
announced that it has achieved Non-GMO Project
Verification from The Non-GMO Project. Snack Factory Pretzel Crisps have long been known as a popular
“better for you” snack option and the brand is now
solidifying its commitment to providing quality, wholesome offerings by taking steps to become a completely clean food.
“For more than a decade, Pretzel Crisps have led the

snack category with innovative products that consumers love, so earning the Non-GMO Project Verification
was a natural progression for us,” said Peter Michaud,
Senior Vice President and General Manager of the
Clearview Foods Division of Snyder’s-Lance. “We remain committed to making the most delicious, wholesome snacks that we possibly can, and we’re proud
to be working with the Non-GMO Project to evolve the
entire Snack Factory portfolio to reflect a clean, NonGMO Project Verified seal.”

Tastykake Captures The Power Of Four
With Fantastic Four
Promotion
Snack cake brand Tastykake is
capturing the power of four this
summer via a fantastic partnership with Twentieth Century Fox
and Marvel’s Fantastic Four, in
theaters August 7.
To capture fan excitement
nationwide, Tastykake and Fantastic Four created four limited
edition packages, each featuring
one character: Human Torch
Peanut Butter Kandy Kakes, The
Thing Creme Filled Krimpets, Invisible Woman Swirly Cupcakes
and Mr. Fantastic Chocolate
Bells. Fans can collect all four
limited edition items everywhere
Tastykake is sold.
Between now and September 2, fans can enter online at
www.tastykakefan4.com for the
chance to win one of four fantastic adventures and other prizes.
One grand prize winner will be
able to select from the following
four adventures, themed around
each of the Fantastic Four
superheroes:
• T he Ultimate Flaming Adventure to Hawaii for 5 days/4
nights, including a helicopter
ride over the world’s largest
volcano
• T he Ultimate Invisible Adventure to the Grand Canyon
for 6 days/5 nights, includ-

Community Coffee Kicks Off
Fall Tailgating Campaign
Community Coffee Company, the
largest family-owned and operated
coffee company in the U.S., has
introduced a Tailgate Traditions campaign for fans to participate in this
fall. This play-to-win sweepstakes
will take place through mid-September and features lots of great prizes,
like a Flat Screen TV, Home Theater
System and Outdoor Grill.
Now in its 96th year, Community Coffee Company is the largest
family-owned and operated coffee company in the U.S., and four
generations of the Saurage family
have operated the company since its
inception. Founded in 1919, Community Coffee Company is an importer,
roaster and distributor of the highest-quality premium coffees, using only
100% Arabica beans.

Bee Bald Man Care Products
Launches at Schnucks
Bee Bald, a premier
line of men’s grooming products, has
announced an official
partnership with
Schnuck Markets,
Inc. Schnucks will
now carry the affordable line of “man
care products,” which
features a cleanser,
scrub, shave cream,
healing balm and
moisturizer with SPF,
at a variety of locations throughout the
Midwest.
Bee Bald’s skin care products use natural ingredients including honey,
bee pollen, licorice root, fruit extract and vitamins, to combat ingrown
hairs, acne, skin irritation, and aging skin. Developed by men, for men,
Bee Bald works to pamper their heads and faces with a 360 degree approach to men’s grooming.
“Whether you’re bald or have a head full of hair, we recognize that all
men want great skin,” said Dennis Fisher, founder of Bee Bald. ”We are
excited to be partnering with Schnucks and that our products will now be
available to the public in their fine stores.”
By pairing Bee Bald products with Schnucks retail stores, male consumers are now able to access natural and hydrating skin care products conveniently and affordably.

m Skillet

Grows Distribution of Famous
“Bacon Jam” and Pumpkin Ketchup

ing accommodations at the
country’s most remote hotel
• T he Ultimate Rock Hard
Adventure to the Rocky
Mountains 6 days/5 nights,
including a 4-day mountain
bike excursion and rock
climbing
• T he Ultimate Stretched
Adventure to Seattle for 5
days/4 nights, including a
private bungee jump and a
trip to the Space Needle An
additional 175 weekly winners will receive other great

prizes, including Tastykake
snack cakes and Fantastic
Four branded items.
“Marvel’s Fantastic Four
is an iconic group of superheroes, just like Tastykake’s
iconic treats,” said Brent
Bradshaw, Flowers Foods’
Vice President of Cake Marketing. “This partnership is
an excellent opportunity to
showcase our 101-year-old
brand to existing and new fans
nationwide, and we’re thrilled
to be a part of Fantastic Four.”

Seattle-based Skillet, Seattle’s adored
airstream food truck-turned beloved restaurant brand, goes national with expanded
distribution of its famous “Bacon Jam” and
Pumpkin Ketchup products.
Skillet’s line of Bacon Spreads include
two flavors: the Original Balsamic & Brown
Sugar and Fennel & Black Pepper. They are
sold in 7ounce containers with a suggested
retail price of $10.99. Skillet’s line of Pumpkin Ketchups include three flavors: Brown
Sugar and Apple Vinegar, Chipotle and
Thai Coconut. They are sold in 10.5 ounce
containers with a suggested retail price of
$8.99.
Skillet Bacon Spread is made from
hormone-free Hempler bacon, is gluten, soy,
dairy and wheat free and has a two-year
shelf life. The Original Balsamic & Brown
Sugar Bacon Spread is a slow-cooked
mixture of caramelized bacon, onions, aged
balsamic vinegar and a secret mix of sugar
and spice. It complements meat, seafood, vegetables, and French toast
and also tops Skillet’s famous burger. The Fennel & Black Pepper Bacon
Spread is the savory sister to the Original, and pairs well with poultry,
shellfish and stews.
Skillet Pumpkin Ketchup is a pumpkin based condiment made with fresh
pumpkin and spices and are filled with rich vitamins and minerals. All
three flavors have only 15 calories per 1ounce serving and have a two-year
shelf life. The Brown Sugar & Apple Vinegar and Chipotle flavors are also
gluten free, vegetarian and vegan. These ketchups work great as a sauce
for pasta, spread for sandwiches or used simply as ketchup.
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m “Go The Extra Yard For Those With Autism”

Badia Spices Again Joins Forces
with the Dan Marino Foundation
By: RIXYS ALFONSO

B

adia Spices invites
consumers to join their
efforts in support of children and young adults
living with autism. From now
through December 31st, when
consumers purchase a bottle of
Badia (1 LT) Extra Virgin Olive
Oil anywhere in the world where
Badia Spices are sold, Badia
Spices will donate 5% of the
proceeds from that sale to The
Dan Marino Foundation.
Badia Spices believes that
being a member of a community means giving back through
charitable and community investment. As such, the company
supports a variety of charitable
and educational organizations. .
Through the course of the past
ten years, Badia Spices and the
Badia Family have contributed
millions in financial contributions and in-kind donations to a
variety of local and national institutions. The family’s efforts on
a broad sense have focused on
education, healthcare, women’s
issues, youth sports, and underserved communities.
For more than 23 years,
The Dan Marino Foundation
has been serving the autism
community through unique,
impactful initiatives, like Marino
Campus – a post-secondary
educational opportunity for
young adults with developmental disabilities, ages 18-28.
The Campus, which opened in
2014, was the logical next step
in furthering the Foundation’s
mission of “empowering individuals with autism and other
developmental disabilities.”
Badia Extra Virgin Olive Oil has
a rich nutty flavor with delicate
notes of fruitiness. The Olive Oil
is made from the first cold press
of Manzanilla, Arbequina, Lechin
and Picual olives. Aside from all
the attributed health benefits

m PEPE BADIA & DAN MARINO

of olive oil, it is bottled with the
promise of full aroma, freshness,
rich flavor.
“Badia Spices is looking forward to once again partnering
with The Dan Marino Foundation,” said Joseph “Pepé” Badia,
President of Badia Spices. “This
partnership enables us to support the Foundation, as well as
Marino Campus, by empowering
young adults with autism and
other developmental disabilities
on their path to independence.”
Over the last three years with
the support of its customers
through the “Go the Extra Yard
for Those with Autism Cam-

paign”. Badia Spices has raised
more than $300,000 for The
Dan Marino Foundation and the
Marino Campus programs for
young adults with autism and
other developmental disabilities.
“We are continually grateful
for the friendship and support
of Pepé Badia. It is a privilege
for all of us at the Foundation
to be a part of the Badia Spices
family, stated Dan Marino,
Chairman of The Dan Marino
Foundation. I hope Badia Spices and their customers realize
the significant impact they have
in changing the lives of the
young people we serve.”

m Ready To Bake

French Company Introduces
Liquid Batter Products to U.S. Market
What if you could create
authentic French desserts
in convenient single-serving sizes — and it only
took around 10 minutes?
With the new Ready To
Bake Liquid Batter cakes,
brownies and blueberry
muffins from PrePat’33,
a family-owned company based in Bordeaux,
France, now you can.
Easy, fast and delicious,
the Ready To Bake Liquid
Batter products represent a revolutionary breakthrough in baking technology and French-style
cake making.
“Our batters are already mixed for you, so you don’t need to add any additional ingredients,”
states Jean Philippe Ballanger, CEO of PrePat’33. “Simply pour, bake, cool and enjoy! Delectable
French desserts, from my family to yours.”
Unlike other cake, brownie and muffin mixes, Ready to Bake products come with all of the
ingredients already present. Simply snip open the shelf-stable pouch, pour the cake batter into
a pan, and bake for 10 minutes. Once your cake has cooled, slice into pieces for lunch boxes or
serve to impressed guests. Pour into cupcake molds or muffin tins for an even more portable
and convenient experience.
Ready To Bake Liquid Batter products are made in France using traditional French recipes and
high-quality ingredients, and are a true gourmet indulgence.
“Our products have been beloved in France for nearly 80 years,” continues Jean Philippe. “We
felt it was time to share this amazing innovation with our American friends.”
The pouches, priced at around $3.30 each, stay fresh in the cupboard for up to one year.
(Once they are opened, they must be refrigerated and used within 24 hours).
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Coca-Cola Names James
Quincey President/COO
The Coca-Cola Company announced James Quincey has
been named President and Chief
Operating Officer (COO), effective immediately. As President
and COO, Quincey will have responsibility for all of the Company’s operating units worldwide.
He will report directly to Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Muhtar Kent.
Quincey is a 19-year veteran
of Coca-Cola and since 2013
served as President of The Cocam James Quincey, President and Chief
Cola Company’s Europe Group,
Operating Officer, The Coca-Cola Comwhich comprises 38 countries,
pany, stands with Muhtar Kent, Chairman
including the Member States of
the European Union, the Europe- and Chief Executive Officer, The CocaCola Company. Quincey, a 19-year Cocaan Free Trade Association coun- Cola veteran, assumed responsibility
tries and the Balkans. Under
for all of the Company’s operating units
Quincey’s leadership, the Europe worldwide, effective August 13.
Group, the company’s most
profitable operating group, strategically expanded its brand portfolio and
improved execution across the geography. These actions helped drive solid
topline growth and expanded the Company’s leading market share position
in total nonalcoholic ready-to-drink (NARTD) beverages despite the volatile
and prolonged macroeconomic challenges in the region.
“Over nearly two decades, James has built an impressive track record
of strategic, operational and commercial accomplishments,” said Muhtar
Kent, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. “He has proven to be a successful and trusted leader and brings to this position a strong reputation
for developing people and inspiring teams. His wealth of experience across
our global system, particularly in Europe and Latin America, will be a valuable asset as we continue to accelerate growth through our 2020 Vision
and our previously announced five strategic actions.”
Concurrent to Quincey’s appointment, Ahmet Bozer, Executive Vice
President and President of Coca-Cola International, will retire after a
distinguished 25-year career in the Coca-Colasystem. Bozer will stay
with Coca-Cola until March 2016, to ensure a smooth transition and serve
as an adviser to Muhtar Kent and the company on key strategic initiatives.
Kent said, “During his more than two decades at Coca-Cola, Ahmet has
made numerous contributions to our system. As President of International,
he was instrumental in leading both the recent streamlining of our international business and the evolution of key bottling operations in Africa and
Western Europe. In addition, he has led the sustained growth of many of
our key developing markets throughout Eurasia and Africa, and has played
an important role in reinvigorating growth in critical Asia Pacific markets.
Bozer began his career with Coca-Cola in 1990 as a Financial Controller Manager in Atlanta, and has advanced to serve in numerous leadership roles throughout the Coca-Colasystem, including Managing Director
of Coca-Cola Bottlers of Turkey (now Coca-Cola Icecek A.S.), President of
the Eurasia Group and President of the Eurasia & Africa Group, where he
led the Company’s business activities in more than 90 countries. He was
named President ofCoca-Cola International in 2012.
Prior to his role as head of the Europe Group, Quincey served as President of the Northwest Europe & Nordics Business Unit (NWEN) from 2008
to 2012. Among Quincey’s many accomplishments during this time was
his leadership of the acquisition of innocent juice in 2009. Innocent is now
sold in more than 14 countries and is well on its way to becoming one of
the Company’s billion-dollar brands.

Hail Merry Expands
Representation and Distribution
Hail Merry, LLC,
whose award-winning
macaroons and coconut oil ganache tarts
have led growth in
natural refrigerated
snacks and desserts,
recently announced
that it is now being
represented by Presence Marketing/Dynamic Presence in natural, specialty grocery channels.
“We are thrilled with our new representation by Presence Marketing/Dynamic
Presence. Their mission of bringing healthy
products to consumers with great energy,
passion and resolve mirrors our own,” said
Susan O’Brien, founder of Hail Merry.
This recent announcement also comes
on the heels of Hail Merry’s recent news of
receipt of investment capital from Dallasbased HBC Investments and Los Angelesbased Powerplant Ventures (PPV), led by
Mark Rampolla, founder of ZICO Coconut
Water and Kevin Boylan, co-founder of Veggie Grill.
“We are focused on growing the demand
for our line with independent natural stores
and cooperatives as well as other retailers
with an interest in natural foods. Presence Marketing/Dynamic Presence will
help us reach the next level,” said Sarah

Palisi Chapin, Hail Merry CEO. “We have
had great success to date in launching our
brand, and this new partnership will help
us rapidly increase our traction and expand
product displays in natural channels.”
With a 25-year history of successfully
building sales and partnerships with the
natural and conventional grocery channels,
Presence Marketing/Dynamic Presence
is the only independently owned, national
– natural products brokerage firm in the
United States.
“Presence Marketing/Dynamic Presence
represents many of the top brands in the
natural foods industry and we are proud to
add Hail Merry to our growing list of toptier products,” said Bill Weiland, president
and CEO of Presence Marketing/Dynamic
Presence. “The natural foods market has
grown exponentially over the past decade
and we are excited to help Hail Merry reach
its next stage of growth within the natural
and specialty grocery channels.”
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Associated Food Stores
Celebrates 75 Years

m ASSOCIATED FOOD STORES has served the independent retailer since 1940. The Salt Lake City based
grocery wholesaler recently celebrated the milestone
anniversary and is committed to strengthening the
grocery experience for independent grocers.

Utah Wholesaler Has Served Independent Retailers Since 1940
A TODAY’S GROCER 		
Special Report

F

or Associated Food Stores
75 years is just the beginning. The Salt Lake City
based grocery wholesaler
recently celebrated the
milestone anniversary and is committed to strengthening the grocery experience for independent
retailers. The company supplies
groceries and other goods to more
than 400 independent retailers
throughout the Intermountain West
and continues to grow its membership with new stores and retailers each year.
Associated Food Stores was
established in 1940 during a time
when competition from large chain
stores and unfair and inconsistent
supplier costs drove many smaller
grocers out of business. To fight
the challenge, 34 independent
Utah grocers joined together to
create a warehouse that would enable them to survive the competitive nature of the grocery industry.
They understood that the only
way to survive was to combine
their buying power and opened a
warehouse that would allow them
to benefit from lower costs while

m NEAL BERUBE, Associated Food
Stores President & CEO.

maintaining their independence.
That same fighting spirit continues
to drive Associated Food Stores
75 years later and has enabled the
company to grow and serve retailers in Utah, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Wyoming, Nevada, Arizona
and Oregon.
Members of the grocery wholesaler benefit from more than just
combined buying power. Member
stores have access to store development, retail technology and
marketing assistance among other
resources through the company.
Associated Food Stores entered

m An Associated Food Stores truck, pictured outside of corporate headquarters, sports patriotic graphics.

m MACEY’S Produce Dept. – Logan, UT.

into retail operations in 1999 and
operates 42 stores under the
Macey’s, Dan’s, Dick’s Market,
Lin’s and Fresh Market banners.
With more than 5,500 employees

in their corporate offices, distribution center and retail stores, they
are one of the largest employers
in Utah.
The grocery wholesaler is com-

m An Associated Food Stores truck travels the highway in Southern Utah.
m DAN’S FRESH MARKET Cottonwood Heights location.

m A DICK’S MARKET location.

mitted to giving back to the communities they serve in more ways
than simply supporting the “little
guy.” AFS works to fight food
insecurity with regular donations
to Utah Food Bank and Catholic
Community services. They also
support American Heart Association, Muscular Dystrophy Association and United Way and many
other local charities. As part of
the 75th anniversary celebration,
they worked with their vendors
to donate 750 personal care kits
to Volunteers of America Utah’s
homeless youth unit.
“We have had an incredible past
and look forward to a bright future
filled with many more opportunities to serve our retailers and
communities,” said Neal Berube,
President and CEO of Associated
Food Stores.
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New Presidente Supermarket
Opens in Delray Beach

A TODAY’S GROCER Exclusive Report

P

residente Supermarkets continues to broaden
its footprint in the South Florida market following the recent opening of a new store in Delray
Beach.
Prominent South Florida owner/operator Omar
Rodriguez and his associates recently unveiled new
Presidente #40 at 1565 S. Congress Ave (corner of Linton Blvd), a location previously occupied by an independent supermarket and prior to that a major food chain.
Presidente #40 is the anchor tenant of its center which
also includes Sole Villa, Fashion de Monde, Family
Dollar, Disco Laundry, Dragon Express, Rent-a-Center,
Beauty Dreams Beauty Supply and All for .99 Cents and
More.
The all-new store has been completely remodeled and
remerchandised from its previous existence. Noticeably,
more floor space has been devoted to perishable departments including produce, meat and seafood, along
with a creation of a separate in-store eating area.
The store remains technologically competitive with big
chain stores thanks to front-end technology supplied by
Doral-based Tecnica Business Systems at seven frontend checkouts and one in customer service.
Presidente is expected to open an additional two Palm
Beach County locations this year.

m IT’S OFFICIAL – Presidente Supermarkets Operations Manager Odalys Hernadez (center) cuts the grand opening ribbon marking the
formal opening of Presidente #40.

m PRESIDENTE SUPERMARKETS continues to broaden its footprint in the South Florida market following the recent
opening of a new store 1565 South Congress Avenue in Delray Beach.

m FLOWERS BAKING COMPANY – John DeLue, Michael Eckert, Hector Venegas and George Wright.
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m PRESIDENTE SUPERMARKETS’ Odalys Hernandez (second left) receives opening day congratulations from Roger
Delgado, Catherine Valdes and Eugenio Ferrer with Colorado Boxed Beef Company.
m PRESIDENTE SUPERMARKETS Operations Manager Odalys Hernadez pictured with Tecnica Business Systems Project Managers Carlos Sanchez and
Onniel Garcia.

m Bakery and Prepared Foods.

m WIDE AISLES make shopping enjoyable.

m COLD BEER DEPARTMENT.

m END CAP DISPLAYS at rear of store.

m Specious, well-merchandised Dairy department.

m FROZEN MEATS DEPARTMENT

m SERVICE MEAT & SEAFOOD DEPARTMENT

m OPENING DAY SALES were completed quickly and efficiently. Presidente
of Delray Beach remains technologically competitive with big chain stores
thanks to front-end technology supplied by Doral-based Tecnica Business
Systems at seven front-end checkouts and one in customer service.

m Shoppers look to make their decisions in the Delicatessen department.

m SHOPPERS discover the great offerings to be found throughout the Produce department.
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Wines&Beers
Ed Sbragia Releases 2012 Monte Rosso
and 2012 Andolsen Cabernet

Dr. Jekyll’s Releases World’s
First Craft Beer Brewed with
Organic Superfoods
Dr. Jekyll’s Craft Brewery has debuted its line of organic craft beers with
super food ingredients that promise to take your health and taste buds
to the next level. Now beer lovers can fortify their diets with acai berry,
turmeric, flax seed oil, cinnamon oil, hawthorn berry, grapefruit fiber and
other nutrients while enjoying ‘truly odd, yet oddly delicious” beers.
Altadena, CA-based Dr. Jekyll’s teamed with bitechnology firm Virun for
a breakthrough process to brew super foods and essential nutrients into
one-of-a-kind beers with benefits.
Bio Beer, Beer Attack and Beer Belly are handcrafted for taste, nourishment and beer aficionados who prefer to unwind while staying on top
of their free radicals! The vegan, non-GMO beers are sold in 12-ounce
bottles, 22-ounce bottles, and on draught.
BIO BEER is a boldly hopped, sessionable IPA with organic hops that
won a Silver Medal at the L.A. International Beer Festival. The complex
flavor has hints of ginger, clove, aromatic citrus and berry notes. Super
foods include acai berry, acerola berry, turmeric, maitake mushroom, garlic, green tea and ginger oil to help boost the body as well as the senses. A
portion of the proceeds are donated to American Cancer Society.
BEER ATTACK is an Irish style Red Ale brewed with organic Perle and
Fuggle hops and six organic malts. Its flavor has hints of cinnamon, caramel and a touch of smokiness. Heart-healthy super food ingredients are
maqui berry, hawthorn berry, cinnamon oil, flaxseed oil, algal oil and garlic. A portion of the proceeds are donated to American Heart Association.
BEER BELLY is an American Kölsch gold medal winner that is light on
calories but not on flavor, with hints of citrus, cardamom and coriander.
Super food ingredients are acai, maqui berry, raspberry ketone, grapefruit
fiber, green tea and green coffee bean that contain antioxidants and bioactive compounds shown to help reduce free radicals, boost energy and
burn calories. A portion of proceeds go to Wounded Warriors Project.

Saltwater Brewery Launches
Screamin’ Reels IPA in Cans
Saltwater Brewery, a Delray Beach, FL micro-brewery with tasting room,
has announced the launch of its first canned product, Screamin’ Reels IPA.
Six packs are now available at many liquor stores, grocery stores, restaurants and bars throughout SWB’s distribution territory (from Sebastian
to Key West), soon expanding to Orlando and North Florida: ABC Fine Wine
& Spirits, Crown Wine & Spirits, Saltwater Brewery, The Fresh Market,
Total Wine and Whole Foods among others. SWB is also supporting the
Miami Dolphins by selling canned Screamin’ Reels at Sun Life Stadium.
Screamin’ Reels, SWB’s flagship beer, falls in the Reef Zone of their series lineup: Coastal, Reef, Offshore. It is characterized as a tropical, hoppy
IPA, at 7 percent ALC/VOL, 75 IBUs, and pairs best with spicy, salty, fatty
foods, which emphasize the hop flavor.
“We’re excited to expand the reach of our IPA,” said Chris Gove, President and Co-Founder of Saltwater Brewery. “Everyone can now enjoy one
of our most popular beers at home, the pool, the beach, golfing or boating,
which is why we love the can. With so many stores eager to sell our product, customers have easier access at a reasonable price point.”
SWB installed their state-of-the-art canning line with Palmer Canning
Systems in July 2015.
“We take pride in canning our beer,” said Dustin Jeffers, Head Brewer.
“Cans are lighter, more easily transported and won’t shatter when
dropped. Craft beer in a can maintains its quality as it’s not spoiled by
light, and keeps the beer fresher in an airtight and oxygen-free environment.”
The team is planning to can additional styles with other popular beers
like Sea Cow Milk Stout and Wheat Wave.

Ed Sbragia grew up in Dry Creek Valley, a part of Northern California that Italian Americans have been making wine in for the
better part of the 20th century and into the 21st. Having spent his
childhood in the family’s Dry Creek vineyards, Ed loves this part
of the wine country. And he has always been one to meld family
and friends, turning work into a family affair. The release of 2012
Monte Rosso and 2012 Andolsen Cabernet epitomize this tradition.
“In our valley floor estate vineyards, we don’t grow any Cabernet
Sauvignon, so I have turned to a couple of longtime, trusted friends
who grow the kind of Mountain Cabernet that I love,” says Ed. “Dr.
Andolsen is my family doctor and he spends all his free time in his
steep, terraced vineyard in Dry Creek’s western foothills. The wine
has that ripe, rich cherry character I associate with this AVA.”
“I get the Monte Rosso fruit because of my friendship with Mike
Martini,” mused Ed. “His family is the original owner of the vineyard, and we have been in the same rock band for 27 years. At the
end of every set, we drink Monte Rosso. I’m honored to make wine
from Andolsen and Monte Rosso. The friendships make the wines
even more special.”
ABOUT THE WINES
Sbragia Family 2012 Andolsen Cabernet | Dry Creek Valley | 10
Acres | Planted 1999 | 95% Cabernet, 4% Cabernet Franc, 1% Petit
Verdot | Aged 18 months in French oak | Cases Produced: 1,807
Suggested retail price: $42/ bottle | Sbragia Family 2012 Monte
Rosso Cabernet | Moon Mountain District | Planted 1880s | 95%
Cabernet, 4% Cabernet Franc, 1% Petit Verdot | Aged 24 months
in new French Nevers oak barrels | Cases Produced: 1,197 | Suggested retail price: $65/ bottle

m Sbragia Family Vineyards 2012 Andolsen
Cabernet and 2012 Monte Rosso

Galena Brewing Company Offers
Three Beers in Rexam Cans
Galena Brewing Company has
expanded its packaging lineup to
include three beers in Rexam 16
oz. cans.
Anna Belle’s IPA is a ruby beer
with a burst of hop flavors and
aromas paired with a solid malt
backbone and a clean and pleasant bitterness that lingers on the
palate. Farmer’s Blonde Ale is a
light ale with a crisp and refreshing flavor and a brilliant white
head. Fevre River Ale Hefeweizen
is a classic Bavarian style wheat
beer with a medium to heavy
mouth feel and refreshing taste
that comes from banana and clove
overtones.
Galena, IL, was one of the first
mineral rush cities in the United
States. It grew rapidly as the regional capital of lead mining and
was a prominent brewing town
with nine breweries in the 1800’s.
Shortly after the prohibition years,
Galena was left without a producing brewery or local beer label.
Warren and Kathy Bell strove to
change this and in 2010 opened
their own brewery and pub on
Main Street, ending Galena’s 80
year brewing drought.
After being retailed exclusively
in glass bottles, Galena Brewing
Co. chose to add cans because

of the many inherent benefits
they deliver. Aluminum cans are
durable and portable, often permitted at parks, lakes and other
outdoor locations where glass is
not. They block out all light and
oxygen helping to preserve the
beer’s integrity longer. Cans are
light-weight, which can reduce
shipping costs. They are also
the most sustainable beverage
package in the world recycled at
double the rate of any other package option.
Jo Stephens, Vice President

of Sales and Marketing, Rexam
BCNA, commented on the brewery’s expansion into cans. “Galena
Brewing Co. is one of the growing
number of breweries recognizing
that aluminum cans are the perfect packaging choice,” she said.
“Cans will help these beers really
stand out on store shelves and
retain the freshness and flavor that
Galena works so hard to include in
their brews.”
Galena Brewing Co.’s beers in
Rexam cans are available at select
retailers in Illinois and Iowa.

Terlato Wines Introduces Jack’s House Wines
Terlato Wines has announced the launch of Jack’s House -- two new wines created in partnership with Jack Nicklaus and underscored by a mission to give back. Ten percent of each
bottle of Jack’s House Wine sold will benefit the new Jack’s House Foundation, a non-profit
organization inspired by Jack Nicklaus’ own philanthropic spirit.
“I’m proud of our newest partnership with Jack Nicklaus to support education and healthcare
causes across the country,” said William A. Terlato, CEO of Terlato Wines. “Jack and Barbara
Nicklaus are among the most generous people I know, leveraging his accomplishments in life
and in golf to help others. And the timing is right, too, as Millennials’ preference for wine continues to grow, and they love to support brands that give back.”
Terlato will introduce two new Jack’s House Wines: a 2014 Chardonnay and a
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon from some of California’s best wine-growing regions.
The Chardonnay offers fresh stone fruit and green apple flavors with a clean, crisp finish. The
Cabernet displays rich, dark plum fruit, underscored by dark chocolate and subtle coffee notes
with a lingering finish. Each will have a suggested retail price of $15.99.
“When Barbara and I started the Nicklaus Children’s Health Care Foundation in 2004, we
wanted to help provide world-class medical care to those who need it,” Jack Nicklaus said.
“This newest partnership with Terlato Wines helps us expand that vision, reaching even more
people, with great wines for a great cause. I’m proud to work with Terlato on these wines.”
Jack’s House Wines will be available nationwide.
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m Growing Single-Person

Households have Increasing
Influence on Snacking Behavior
Single-person households in the U.S. are 38 million strong and growing, which stands to reason why this group has an impact on snacking
in terms of eating behaviors, packaging, and marketing, reports The
NPD Group, a leading global information company. The growth in snack
foods being consumed at meal time are largely driven by people who
are eating those meals by themselves, according to NPD’s recently released Snacking in America report.
In 2014 annual eatings per capita of snack foods consumed at meal
times among solo diners reached 191 compared to 167 in 2011, which
stretched across the U.S. population represents a difference of billions
of eating occasions. Similar to larger households, health and weight
management is among the key motivations to eat snack foods at meals
for solo diners, particularly better-for-you snack foods, finds NPD. Tying
into the rise of single-person homes, the most common over-indexing
motivator cited across the better-for-you categories was the fact it
came in a single-serve package.
Like a majority of other households, single-person households plan
the snack foods that they will be eating at meals ahead of time, typically
more than a day before. A significantly smaller amount of eating occasions include a snack food that was planned less than an hour before.
Supermarkets tend to be the shopping outlets of choice for snack foods
consumed at a meal.
“Smaller household sizes and eating alone are among the growing
factors with snacking,” says Darren Seifer, NPD food and beverage
industry analyst. “Food manufacturers and retailers should think about
the unique needs of the solo consumer when developing products and
packaging, and marketing messages should be crafted to be relevant to
them and their snacking behaviors.”

Perky Jerky Unveils a Refreshed Look
Perky Jerky, Best Tasting Jerky on Earth, has
announced the launch of new packaging that
boldly adds a money-back guarantee. Clearly
displayed on the front-of-pack is the statement,
Perky Jerky is the Best Tasting Jerky on Earth,
and the brand is ready to stand behind its product
with a money-back guarantee. In addition, consumers will be able to easily locate nutrition facts
panel values and claims on the front of its packaging, allowing consumers to recognize what sets
Perky Jerky apart from the competition.
“We’re confident about our superior taste, texture and overall product quality that is a result of our proprietary manufacturing process. Now our packaging reflects what we’ve always done - and that is make the best tasting jerky
on earth,” says Brian Levin, Chairman of the Herd. “And if consumers do not
agree, we are offering a money back guarantee.”
Since 2009, Perky Jerky has been at the forefront of the healthy snacking
trend with its introduction of a delicious, all natural, ultra premium jerky to
the meat snacks category. The brand continues to evolve with the launch of
its new packaging that, quite simply, says it all. To help create this premium
quality, each batch is carefully handcrafted using only all natural, quality
ingredients during the marinating process. The result is consistent, tender
and, most importantly, delicious jerky. While over 250,000 bags are produced
each week, the high touch process remains the same.
“Perky Jerky has been making healthy jerky since we first launched, and
nowadays a clean ingredient deck in the category is a dime a dozen,” said,
Levin. “In regards to claims, everyone already knows that jerky is a high protein snack. We’ve taken it a step further and addressed all of our nutritional
facts, including sugar, right on the front. We’re not being selective and only
showing off our healthiest attributes.”

Domino Foods Introduces Honey Granules
from Domino Sugar & C&H Sugar
Domino Foods, Inc. has introduced an
exciting new product to the well-known
Domino Sugar and C&H Sugar family of
sweeteners - Domino and C&H Honey Granules. Honey Granules, a single crystal of
pure cane sugar and honey, are free-flowing
crystals that easily add a sweet honey flavor
to many foods and beverages.
Made without artificial colors or flavors,
Domino and C&H Honey Granules are sold
in 10 oz. flip-top canisters that allow for
easily sprinkling or measuring for recipes,
so consumers can add a taste of honey with
less mess and at a lower cost per serving.
Domino and C&H Honey Granules are perfect for dissolving into both hot
and cold beverages, such as teas, coffees and for blended beverages, like
smoothies and shakes. They add a distinct sweet honey flavor over fruit or
sprinkled as a topping, and the crystal form of the product keeps it neat and
sticky-free in the cupboard.
Domino and C&H Honey Granules are also attractive sweeteners for the culinary fan since they can be used in a variety of recipe applications. Whether
for sweet baked desserts, savory barbeque sauces, dry rubs or to create
sauces and dressings, Domino and C&H Honey Granules offer a wide range
of possible uses.
“We’re excited to bring consumers both Domino and C&H Honey Granules,”
says Brian O’Malley, Chief Executive Officer and President of Domino
Foods, Inc. “With consumers’ growing interest in new and unique ingredient products, we’re confident they’ll find Honey Granules makes an excellent
sweetener for adding a taste of honey, but without a sticky mess,” explains
O’Malley.

m Frank Capps, General Manager, FoodMaxx; Greg Hill, Co-President & Chief Financial Officer; Steve Junqueiro,
Co-President & Chief Operations Officer; Steve Page, Sonoma Raceway President and General Manager; Randy
Slenz, General Manager, Save Mart; Nicole Pesco, Co-President & Chief Strategy and Branding Officer; Mike Haaf,
General Manager, Lucky

Sonoma Raceway Honors Late Bob Piccinini
At the recent Toyota/Save Mart 350 NASCAR
race held, June 28, the Sonoma Raceway honored the legacy of Bob Piccinini by renaming
the area at Turn 11 after Save Mart’s former
Chairman and CEO. Race officials unveiled the
new monument over the weekend, marking the
site that’s now known as Piccinini Plaza. The

company’s co-presidents and general managers
attended the dedication, which was held just
before the race. Save Mart is one of the longest
running corporate sponsors in all of NASCAR
cup racing. Piccinini, who was a race enthusiast, began Save Mart’s partnership with the
Raceway in 1992.

Sheetz Closes Store in State College, PA
Sheetz has closed the store located at 2000 E. College Avenue,
in State College, PA. Store associates from this location will be
retained and relocated to one of
the other four existing stores in the
State College area.
“While the decision to close a
store is never easy,” says CEO
Joe Sheetz, “we are continually
assessing the performance of our
store locations and customer’s
needs; as a result of these reviews, we made the decision
to close our store on College

Avenue. We are focused on food
and beverage growth and we are
evaluating all our existing stores
on their overall brand presence,
physical capabilities and potential
to accommodate our future business needs. We are excited for
the new era of Sheetz, which includes our newest concept, opening this fall in downtown State
College.”
More than two years in development, this new concept store will
allow customers to engage with
Sheetz in another way, showcas-

ing Sheetz passion for food and a
devotion to innovation and excellence. Every detail of the space
will give customers a new way to
enjoy Sheetz food offerings and
provide locals and students a new
way to interact with Sheetz in
downtown State College. The first
Sheetz concept store opened in
Morgantown last spring.
Sheetz will continue to serve the
State College community with its
four remaining stores in the area
and a new store opening this fall
on 129 S. Pugh Street.

Gluten-free Pumpkin Seeds
Pack a Nutritious Punch
For years people have roasted pumpkin seeds from left over jacko-lanterns as a yearly fall treat. But they are a great healthy treat any
time of year.
Did you know gluten-free pumpkin seeds have 42% more protein
than almonds, 258% more iron than peanuts and 322% more magnesium than sunflower seeds, according to the USDA.
Kathie’s Kitchen, the maker of SuperSeedz gourmet pumpkin
seeds, has redefined the traditional plain pumpkin seed into a variety
of innovative flavors like Really Naked, Sea Salt, Cinnamon & Sugar,
Coco Joe, Tomato Italiano, Curious Curry, Somewhat Spicy and Super
Spicy – and can be enjoyed as a standalone snack, or as a welcome
addition to cereal, yogurt and more! Their newest flavor Maple Sugar
& Sea Salt ($4.99) have been met with great success; and their new
1-ounce packages are great for school lunches, afternoon snacks or
anytime you need a healthy pick-me-up.

Haggen Takes Steps to Improve Operations
Haggen recently announced that in order to continue
to improve its business and strengthen its competitive position, it has decided to close or sell a number
of locations in California, Arizona, Nevada, Oregon
and Washington. Most of the stores being closed or
sold were acquired as part of the transaction in which
Albertsons LLC and Safeway divested 146 stores. Additional stores will be sold or closed in the future as
part of Haggen’s right-sizing strategy.
“Haggen’s goal going forward is to ensure a stable,
healthy company that will benefit our customers, associates, vendors, creditors, stakeholders as well as
the communities we serve,” said Haggen CEO Pacific
Southwest, Bill Shaner. “By making the tough choice
to close and sell some stores, we will be able to invest
in stores that have the potential to thrive under the
Haggen banner.”
Through the acquisition, Haggen expanded from 18
stores with 16 pharmacies and 2,000 employees in
the Pacific Northwest to 164 stores and 106 pharmacies employing more than 10,000 people in Washing-

ton, Oregon, California, Nevada and Arizona. Haggen’s
original stores continue to perform well.
John Clougher, Haggen CEO Pacific Northwest,
added, “Tough Haggen has grown substantially, we
remain committed to our core values and to support regional farms, ranches and food producers and
strengthen the communities around our stores.”
Clougher and Shaner continued: “We’re grateful to
have an outstanding team alon with the support of our
vendor partners, financial backers and friends in the
community as we take our next steps forward. Looking ahead, we will work hard every single day to earn
the trust and business of our guests. We will continue
to support community events and donate to schools.
We will offer our customers the freshest and most
local products we can find and the genuine service
they deserve. And we will engage in lively discussions
about how we can improve. We will remain actively
involved in making our communities even better, and
we will stay committed to the values that have always
guided Haggen.”
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SeaFood

Bristol Bay Sockeye Season Ends with a Surge
35 Million Sockeye
Salmon Harvested

T

here was much anticipation going
into the 2015 Bristol Bay sockeye
season this year, with some 54 million sockeye salmon forecasted to
return. While the final return of sockeye may
fall just short of the pre-season forecast, the
2015 sockeye season was a historic one,
with a much higher than average return and
a surprisingly late, long run. As of July 26,
51 million sockeye salmon returned to Bristol
Bay with 35 million of those fish harvested.
The peak of Bristol Bay’s run came in about
ten days later than usual this year.
“The season started slow and there was
a lot of nervousness on the water, but, as
always, the salmon came swimming home
on their own schedule. And when they finally
did show up, they came by the tens of millions! We had a few rough weather days, but
it was an unusually sunny season with lots of

m As of July 26, 51 million sockeye salmon
returned to Bristol Bay with 35 million of
those fish harvested. The peak of Bristol
Bay’s run came in about ten days later than
usual this year.
rainbows and beautiful sunsets, and the best
news is that we have plenty of sockeye for
our customers,” said Jason McKinley, Bristol

Bay fisherman and owner of Caught Wild
Salmon.
Unusually late timing of the salmon’s return kept fishery managers, fishermen, and
seafood processors on their toes as they
waited to see how things would play out.
The Alaska Department of Fish and Game
kept a close eye on in-season fish numbers
and managed fishing efforts day-by-day to
ensure that escapement targets were met in
all the Bay’s major
rivers.
This year’s huge return is good news
for chefs and other seafood buyers who
source Bristol Bay sockeye and depend on it
consistently abundant runs and year-round
availability. Because the majority of Bristol
Bay sockeye is flash frozen during the peak
of the fishing season, late July and August
signal the real start of the Bristol Bay salmon
season for consumers.
“When you’re dealing with a wild food like
sockeye salmon, you never know what’s

going to happen. That’s part of the beauty of
it and what makes it so special,” said Chef
William Dissen, chef and owner of The Market Place in Asheville, North Carolina. “I’ve
served Bristol Bay sockeye in my restaurant
for the past few years and am thrilled to once
again be able to provide it to our customers
who’ve come to expect it on our menu.”
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Market
Street
Opens
in
Abilene
Former Albertsons Converted
to Offer Unique, One-Stop
Shopping Experience

A TODAY’S GROCER 		
Special Report

T

he new Market Street supermarket at 4450 Buffalo
Gap Road in Abilene, Texas
held a grand opening ceremony, July 1 to celebrate
the store’s new look, features and
offerings resulting from a complete
transformation of the former Albertsons Market location.
Market Street, known as the place
“where everyday meets gourmet,”
is designed to provide a unique
shopping experience for guests
who care about food. The store
has extensive options for guests to
maintain a healthy lifestyle, as well
as everyday items shoppers are
accustomed to buying.
“United has been a part of the
Abilene community for many years,

so we are thrilled to officially introduce our guests to the Market
Street experience,” said Robert Taylor, President of The United Family,
the Lubbock-based grocery chain
that operates three United Supermarkets in Abilene. “This grand
opening is a testament to our dedicated team members, as well as
our guests, who have demonstrated
tremendous patience throughout the
conversion.”
Market Street features a large
selection of fresh cut fruits and
vegetables, including more than 100
organic options. The store also has
an “Ask for a Taste” program in the
produce department, which allows
guests to sample any product before making a purchase.
In addition, the store has a fullservice meat and seafood counter
with experienced meat cutters on

m MARKET STREET, known as the place “where everyday meets gourmet,”
is designed to provide a unique shopping experience for guests who care
about food.

m Market Street’s commitment to service includes a concierge service,
which is available to assist guests with party planning, catering and custom
gift baskets.

m LIVING WELL department features an extensive selection of gluten-free
items both in the ‘Living Well’ section and throughout the store.

m A new Market Street supermarket at 4450 Buffalo Gap Road in Abilene, TX held a grand opening ceremony, July 1
to celebrate the store’s new look, features and offerings resulting from a complete transformation of a former Albertsons Market location.

staff, featuring Prime Dry-Aged
Beef. Market Street also offers
sushi made fresh in-store daily. The
deli has a large “grab-n-go” section with salads, specialty cheeses,
tamales, pizza, fried chicken, panini
and a variety of hot meal selections
to serve at home or enjoy in the
store’s dining area.
“Shoppers will find the comprehensive offerings at Market Street,
as well as some of the unique
features not available in traditional
grocery stores, such as in-store
dining,” said Wes Jackson, Chief
Merchandising Officer for The
United Family. “We have teams in
every department committed to
ensuring we can meet our guests’
every need.”
Market Street’s commitment to
service includes a concierge service, which is available to assist
guests with party planning, catering and custom gift baskets. Other
notable store changes are evident
in the expanded full-service bakery,
expanded beer and wine section,
bulk foods area and an extensive
selection of gluten-free items
both in the Living Well section and
throughout the store.
Shoppers will also continue to
see shelf tags featuring “healthy
attributes” that identify products
in 10 different categories, such
as low-sodium, heart-healthy,
organic, and gluten-free, as well
as the company’s “Dietitian’s Top
Pick” program. Shelf tags also include the NuVal Nutritional Scoring
System, which rates the nutritional
value of foods throughout the store
on a scale of one to 100. The
United Family was the first supermarket chain in Texas to adopt this
system. Unique to Market Street
stores, guests also have the option

m TEXAS KITCHEN

m MARKET STREET features a large selection of fresh cut fruits and vegetables, including more than 100 organic options. The store also has an “Ask for
a Taste” program in the produce department, which allows guests to sample
any product before making a purchase.

m A view of the front checkout area.

to join a free store tour hosted by a
registered dietitian.
“Market Street is one of the few
grocery stores in the state that
has registered dietitians, who are
helping guests try to balance busy
schedules while still raising healthy
families,” said Robin Hawkins,
Director of Health and Wellness for
The United Family. “Guests can take
advantage of our in-store tours that
focus on different diet and health

needs in addition to other resources
that help guests make healthy
choices at checkout.”
With the completion of the Abilene
Market Street and one additional
conversion planned for Odessa,
there will be a total of 15 Market
Street locations throughout Texas:
Abilene, Allen, Amarillo, Colleyville,
Coppell, Flower Mound, Frisco,
Lubbock (3), McKinney, Midland,
Odessa, Plano and Wichita Falls.

m STARBUCKS COFFEE - Shoppers will find the comprehensive offerings at
Market Street, as well as some of the unique features not available in traditional grocery stores, such as in-store dining.
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Sprouts Farmers Market Announces Leadership Succession
Continued from PAGE 2

with their marketing and operations expertise, Sprouts will continue to grow as a healthy grocery
store offering fresh, natural and
organic foods at great prices,” said
Doug Sanders, president and chief
executive officer of Sprouts.
In his role as chief marketing
officer, Shawn will serve as a
member of the Sprouts Executive
Leadership Team and will report
directly to Doug Sanders. Shawn
brings to Sprouts close to 25
years’ experience in marketing
and finance with executive roles
in both the retail and financial
services industries. Most recently,
he served as co-founder and chief
executive officer at a start-up
consumer loyalty company. Prior
to that, Gensch served as Target’s

senior vice president of marketing,
responsible for brand marketing,
media, loyalty, and public relations. He also served as president
of Target Bank and led the company’s financial product development. Gensch serves on the Board
of Directors for GWG Holdings,
Inc., Anser Innovation LLC., and
Avenues for Homeless Youth.
“Never before have consumers had so many options when it
comes to making decisions about
where to shop for groceries and
health products,” said Gensch.
“Sprouts is uniquely positioned to
meet the needs of our guests on
that journey, by delivering value
and variety for healthy living.
This mission is paramount to the
Sprouts brand and I am thrilled to
become part of the team.”
Dan Sanders is joining the

Sprouts team as executive vice
president of store operations. He
will report to Jim Nielsen, chief
operating officer. With 25 years of
experience in supermarket operations, Dan’s background includes
three years as division president
for SUPERVALU, leading store
operations across various divisions including Albertsons and
ACME Markets. He also spent ten
years with United Supermarkets
of Texas, serving in many roles,
including chief executive officer.
“I look forward to helping
Sprouts sustain its unique approach to inspiring healthy living for all through this period
of growth,” said Dan Sanders.
“Sprouts puts customers first by
providing the best value, service
and experience every day and I am
honored to join the organization.”

7-Eleven Signs Master Franchise Agreement with Operator in Vietnam
Continued from PAGE 2

businesspeople.
Internationally popular products like Slurpee frozen
carbonated beverages and Big Gulp soft drinks, as
well as immediately consumable fresh foods, with
recipes developed for regional tastes, will be part of
the convenience offerings.

7-Eleven and its parent company, Seven-Eleven
Japan, will provide start-up support for its newest
master franchisee by assisting Seven System Vietnam
in implementing 7-Eleven’s successful strategies of
market concentration, team merchandising and itemby-item management.
Vietnam will be the 18th country or region where
7-Eleven stores operate.
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Top-5 Ways Supermarkets Help
Shoppers Live Healthy
Continued from PAGE 1

health screenings, and additional health and wellness services.
n HIRING HEALTH, WELLNESS
AND COOKING PROFESSIONALS AND TEACHING SKILLS.
In addition to employing pharmacists, 95% of grocery stores
surveyed report employ dietitians. A majority of supermarkets (76%) employed a chef at
all or some stores. Three out of
four grocery store respondents
offer cooking classes to shoppers with the majority of classes
geared towards dietary needs,
such as diabetes. In addition,
63% of stores provide weight
management classes for adults.
n HELPING SHOPPERS GET THE
HEALTH INFORMATION THEY
NEED. About half (48%) of
survey responds say supermarket dietitians and pharmacist
are working together to make
customer-specific recommendations. In addition, 52% of them
say they are referring customers/patients to each other for
counsel. Supermarkets surveyed
report labeling products on the

shelf as gluten free (90%), organic (81%), low sodium (66%)
and even heart healthy (62%).
n BEING YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
FOR HEALTH CARE. In addition to many stores offering
pharmacies, 70% of grocery
store respondents have in-store
clinics in some or all stores, an
increase from 40% only a year
ago. These in-store clinics and
pharmacies offer a variety of
health care services, including
flu shots; pneumonia, travel and
HPV vaccines; blood pressure,
blood glucose and BMI screenings.
n HELPING FAMILIES EAT TOGETHER. “Beyond classes and
recipes cited in the survey, grocers are aware of the numerous
studies that cite the benefits of
families eating together more
often. In 2014, they clearly embraced this concept with 84%
saying they are actively promoting communal eating, such as
family meals,” said Cathy Polley,
RPh, executive director of the
FMI Foundation and vice president of health and wellness at
FMI.

Whole Foods Market Going ‘365’
Continued from PAGE 1

be able to open its doors more
quickly, capitalizing on the operational efficiencies and talented
team member base already available in the area.
“We are really excited about
the progress we have made with
securing real estate in markets
where there is high demand for
both quality food and value in
a convenient format,” said Jeff
Turnas, President of 365 by Whole
Foods Market. “We think the Silver
Lake area of Los Angeles is an
ideal community to plant our first
365 store flag and bring a modern
shopping experience that draws
from the best innovations of Whole
Foods Market stores and gives
them a new expression. With a
fresh format and a unique product

assortment, we think 365 will offer convenience and value while
providing the quality standards
and transparency that consumers
love and expect.”   
The first store locations are
slated to open in the second half
of 2016. The company plans to
double the number of 365 by
Whole Foods Market store openings in 2017.
Designed to complement the
Whole Foods Market brand by
bringing fresh, healthy food to a
broader audience with a streamlined, quality-meets-value shopping experience, 365 by Whole
Foods Market stores will feature
a curated mix of products that
adhere to the company’s industryleading quality standards in an
environment that’s fun and convenient for shoppers.

Hail Merry Names Roberts C.O.O.
Continued from PAGE 1

for significant growth, bolstered
by strong demand for our
products and strengthened by
new marketing partnerships so
it is a great time to enhance our
team with such a widely respected
leader as Rick.”
“I am so pleased to have
the opportunity to help Hail
Merry maintain its standards of
excellence while increasing the
production capabilities behind
its award winning recipes,”
stated Roberts. “There is great
momentum behind the company’s
brand and its ‘stay fresh mindset’
that comes with its pure ingredient
purpose. It is an honor to help
the company realize its potential
while running a certified non-GMO,
gluten-free, vegan operation.”
Founder Susan O’Brien added,
“Rick’s expertise will help Hail
Merry stay true to its mission of
delivering healthy and great tasting
food to help people achieve higher
health, even as the company
experiences exponential growth.”
In his new role, Roberts is
responsible for overseeing
operations involving many
aspects of Hail Merry’s corporate
and manufacturing functions.

His corporate responsibilities
include leadership of accounting,
information systems, human
resources, operations, quality
assurance, purchasing
and logistics. His role also
encompasses all aspects of
manufacturing the company’s
desserts and snacks from its
state-of-the-art commercial
kitchen in Dallas.
Roberts joins Hail Merry from
a position as vice president
of Gourmet Cuisine, a Le Duff
America company that specializes
in high quality soups, sauces
and dressings manufactured
specifically for customers in food
service and retail channels. He
previously worked with H. E. Butt
Grocery Company (H-E-B) as
director of perishable operationsmanufacturing while serving on
the company’s manufacturing
strategic leadership team. Roberts
had worked his way to H-E-B’s
senior management through
various management positions
with the 300+ store grocery chain.
Roberts began his career with
Fleming Foods Company after
receiving his Bachelor of Business
Administration in Management
degree from Oklahoma State
University.
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